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Executive Summary
The main purpose of this evaluation was to assess the actual level of achievements registered by
CARE’s Umugore Arumvwa- A Woman is listened to Project between April 2013 and August
2015, The project was funded by the European Union and was designed to contribute to the fight
against Gender Based Violence by strengthening the voice of citizens, civil society networks and
the accountability of responsible authorities in preventing Sexual and Gender Based Violence
(SGBV) in Rwanda in general and the districts of intervention namely Gatsibo and Gakenke
districts in particular.
The current report highlights key achievements registered by Umugore Arumvwa project
successes, lessons learnt, best practices, challenges and solutions used. The project had three
expected results namely: Increased capacity of Duty bearers and responsible authorities to
implement international commitments; increased capacity of Civil Society stakeholders to
effectively monitor the implementation of these commitments; and increased capacity of the
Civil Society stakeholders and communities to advocate effectively for action where those
commitments are not being met. The project was implemented in Gatsibo and Gakenke districts
with Rwanda Women’s Network and Haguruka NGO respectively as implementing partners.
The evaluation mainly used the qualitative and quantitative approaches. The methods of data
collection were desk review, individual interviews with key informants, focus group discussions
and survey. In total, 89% of expected respondents were reached (213 out of 240 respondents and
key informants) including 75 respondents in the survey, 128 participants in the focus group
discussion participants and 23 key informants. In order to ensure quality and data reliability, a
number of measures were taken, including the use of the consultative approach, triangulation of
methods and selection of knowledgeable informants. Quantitative data was analysed using SPSS
and excel while qualitative data was analysed in MS word.
The key findings from the end line evaluation show that the project succeeded in translating the
international commitments to end GBV into Kinyarwanda, and the community scorecard
processes helped to improve dialogue between citizens and authorities and identified issues were
followed up with joint action plans. The project introduced community scorecard (CSC)
processes in 105 villages in 5 sectors in both districts. The CSC process involved 10 stages, the
last one being formulation of joint action plan. All the 105 villages have joint action plans
developed as a result of community scorecard processes. Also the project was expected to
advocate for inclusion of GBV indicators in annual Imihigo1 and district development plans.

1

Imihigo is a Kinyarwanda word with roots in the term guhiga, meaning the setting of goals upon which guhigura
(evaluation) will be necessary mean Performance contract. http://www.rwandapedia.rw/explore/imihigo
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Although the project did not succeed in achieving this, the CSO network capacitated by the
project started and continues to advocate for it in various forums in 5 districts, namely:
Kicukiro, Kayonza, Burera, Nyabihu and Huye. GBV is taken as a cross cutting social issue in
districts’ action plans and local authorities ensure that GBV issues are addressed through family
dialogues, parents’ evenings, and community meetings. The activities related to prevention of
GBV and service provision to GBV victims exist and are being utilized.
The implementation approach of the project was based on extensive stakeholders’ participation.
These included local authorities, anti GBV committees, community animators, CSO networks,
health care workers and law enforcement agencies. The project succeeded in involving all
stakeholders and at appropriate time.
The Civil Society Organizations were trained in collecting data and monitoring the
implementation of the three international commitments to end GBV namely: ICGLR Kampala
Declaration on Sexual and Gender Based Violence, United Nations Security Council Resolution
1325 and Universal Periodic Review (UPR). The Civil Society organizations members of the
Network succeeded in monitoring the implementation of the international commitments. At the
national level, CSOs participated in the elaboration of three annual reports related to the abovementioned International Commitments to end gender-based violence. At the decentralized level
they did not monitor the implementation of those international instruments but they advocated
for the inclusion of GBV issues into district plans. This is being done through joint action
development forums.
The majority of the respondents and key informants knew about the National laws and less about
the international commitments. The National laws are more known to male respondents than to
females. The findings also showed that there is change in ranking of forms of GBV, from more
violent forms (physical and sexual violence) to the silent forms (economic and psychological
Violence).
The project was increasingly visible in the communities. Actually 92% of the respondents
interviewed reported to have heard about Umugore Arumvwa project. The knowledge of the
implementing organizations (Care International, Haguruka NGO and Rwanda Women Network)
was equally high. Achievements of the project were recognized at district level mainly in
increasing awareness about GBV issues, building capacity of local duty bearers in prevention of
GBV. There was also increase in rating of anti-GBV committees and increase in reported
satisfaction of GBV services provided to victims.
Two years of the project lifespan proved too short to accompany Community Animators clubs
based in the grassroots,to help victims of gender based violence for denouncing, orienting and
accompanying victims to the service providers. Due to knowledge and skills gained from
Umugore Arumvwa project, community animators are recognized and accepted by the
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community members as well as the local authorities and this contributes to the sustainability of
project achievements.

Several lessons learned from the implementation of the Umugore Arumvwa Project it was shown
that the community has the answer in the fight and end gender based violence as well as they
understood well their role and mandate in the battle for ending gender based violence. The
Community scorecard process helped villages acknowledge their issues and discuss them with
their leaders.
The low attendance of local leaders in various anti GBV committees meetings due to other
competing activities made the work of anti GBV committees ineffective. This also affected the
scorecard sessions where absence of local leaders led to continued postponement or local
authorities not participating. Also it was discovered that 2 years was short to implement
activities that involve many stakeholders and continuous advocacy.
The Ministry of Gender and Family Promotion, the Gender Monitoring Office and Civil Society
organizations Network need to work closely with Ministry of Local Administration to continue
lobbying key institutions to ensure that gender based violence indicators are considered in
district and below decentralized government entities more especially in District Development
Plans and Imihigo performance contract.
Capacity of service providers needs to be increased. There is a need to deliver regular training
for Police and judiciary sectors; which would strengthen their capacities to ensure that victims
are handled delicately by the system. This would increase the rate of reporting of SGBV and also
improve conviction rates, as victims would be more willing to report and testify.
Local structures such as anti-GBV and child protection committees are vital to addressing
SGBV; the Ministry of Gender needs to conduct an assessment of the existing committees to
understand reasons as to why these committees are not fully operational and formulate solutions
to address them.
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1. Introduction and Justification of the Review
1.1 Context and justification of the implementation of International Commitments to end
Sexual and Gender based violence in Rwanda
Rwanda's commitment to addressing Sexual Gender Based Violence is clearly seen through a
commendable policy and legal framework for prevention of Sexual Gender Based Violence.
Following the adoption of the Kampala Declaration in December 2011, efforts have been seen in
domesticating the Declaration through existing programs and structures. There are concerted
efforts in raising awareness on SGBV both by government and non-governmental institutions.
Stakeholders such as the National Police carry out trainings to ensure that security organs are
involved in SGBV prevention.5
In addition, Rwanda's home grown solutions such as Umugoroba w'Ababyeyi are in place to
ensure that communities discuss and find solutions to their own problems. Despite these
achievements, coordinated efforts in planning and funding for prevention programs are still a
major challenge. In addition, the lack of SGBV related planning (including budgeting) is a major
challenge; for instance SGBV prevention with key actions to implement is only mentioned in
two (Huye2 and Nyanza3) District Development Plans 2013-2018.
According to the situation analysis of SGBV in Rwanda as well as in Great Lakes Region,
SGBV has tremendously increased in the last two decades, owing to armed conflicts that started
in the early 1990s and continued until the present moment in some countries, notably in eastern
DRC.4
The Government has put in place legal and policy frameworks that promote gender equality and
fight SGBV. Law N°59/2008 of 10/09/2008 specifically addresses prevention and punishment of
sexual and gender-based violence. Other relevant frameworks include but not limited to the
National Gender Policy (2010), the National Policy against Gender-Based Violence (2011) and
its strategic plan (2011-2016). Rwanda is also signatory to numerous international and regional
treaties, protocols and declarations that reiterate the fight against SGBV, notably the CEDAW,
the UNSCR 1325 of 2000, the Beijing Platform for Action and the Maputo Protocol.
The Government of Rwanda recognises the need to prevent and respond to SGBV. The levels of
sexual crimes perpetrated during the genocide against Tutsis in 1994 deeply affected people’s
lives. Twenty-one years later, SGBV is still manifested in many forms with a high rate of
domestic violence and intimate partner violence.
In preparation for the year 2015, it is a critical time to ‘take stock’ of the status of
implementation of the 2009-2012 NAP for UNSCR 1325 in Rwanda. According to the UNSC,
successful implementation of the WPS agenda as articulated by the UNSCR 1325 requires NAP.
2

Huye District (2013). Huye District Development Plan. Huye
Nyanza District (2013). Nyanza District Development Plan (2013-2018). Nyanza
4Prof. Dr. Thomas Elbert, et al. (2013). Sexual and Gender-Based Violence in the Kivu Provinces of the Democratic Republic of
Congo:Insights from Former Combatants.Washington, DC: The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development / The
World Bank.
3
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Following up on the execution of the resolution, in Presidential Statements S/PRST/2004/40 and
S/PRST/2005/52, the Security Council called on Member States to continue to implement
UNSCR 1325, notably through the development of National Action Plans (NAP). At present, 46
countries, including Rwanda in 2009, have adopted a NAP for the implementation of UNSCR
1325. A NAP reflects the government’s commitment in ensuring the security of women and girls
during armed conflicts and in enhancing their active and direct participation in conflict
prevention and peace-building as well as post-conflict efforts. It is a practical and operational
tool for those affected by armed conflicts – women, children and communities to be informed
about the governments’ response to their plight as well as the assistance programs available to
them.
In short, NAPs are designed to put implementation of the UNSC to a stronger state commitment
and obligation, as well as secure state funding support. The NAP also serves as a useful guide in
defining the important and distinct roles of implementers of UNSCR 1325 both at the policy and
enforcement levels. It ensures that government programs respond to the immediate and longterm needs of women and girls before, during and after conflict.5
It is in this context that GMO has partnered with MIGEPROF and CARE International in
Rwanda (CARE) to assess the extent to which the 2009-2012 NAP for the UNSCR 1325 was
implemented, highlighting achievements, best practices, and key lessons learnt as well as
challenges to form the basis for a new NAP for 2014-2017
1.2 Key District decentralized entities and non-governmental institutions and their role in
the implementation of International commitments
The Umugore Arumvwa project has planned activities to capacitating CSO network members in
the implementation of international commitments namely Kampala declaration on SGBV, the
United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1325 and Universal Periodic Review put
in place multi-dimensional approach in addressing SGBV, mainly:
 CARE International in Rwanda: that oversees the implementation of Umugore Arumvwa
Project formulation and implementation guidelines, monitoring and the coordination of
interventions related to the project; CARE International in Rwanda is also in charge of
coordinating all interventions and stakeholders that intervene in this project as well as
achievement in all its dimensions;


Rwanda Women Network and Haguruka NGO: in charge of implementation of the
project from the district to village level.



The mission of Civil Society Organisations in Rwanda consists of implementing
government programs, policy monitoring and advocating for policy formulation, reform
or effective implementation of legal and policy frameworks in place. Furthermore, the
Civil Society Organizations also have the mandate to implement the three International
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commitments namely Kampala declaration on SGBV, UNSCR 1325 and Universal
Periodic Review and assist in the fight against SGBV. Also has mandate to advocate for
their implementation at district level.
The district-decentralized entities have also mandate to facilitate the implementation of
the project activities /interventions at the grassroots, mobilisation of the community
related interventions and plays a role in advocating for its effectiveness.

1.3 Project background
CARE developed and implemented a project entitled “Umugore Arumvwa"- A Woman is
listened to - which is a two-year project funded by the European Union and implemented from
April 2013 to August 2015.The project aimed to contribute to the fight against Gender Based
Violence (GBV) by simultaneously strengthening the voice of citizens and civil society as well
as the accountability of responsible authorities.
Taking the international, regional commitments and national policies to end Gender Based
Violence by the Government of Rwanda as a starting point, the project worked with government
authorities, service providers, civil society organizations (CSOs) and individual citizens
(particularly women) to improve the on ground implementation of these commitments and
policies.
The ultimate goal of the “Umugore Arumvwa” project was to improve the protection of over 2
million vulnerable women and girls against GBV through a synergistic and complementary set of
interventions including: Increasing the capacity of duty bearers and responsible authorities to
implement international commitments to end GBV, including those from the International
Conference of the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR), the UN Universal Periodic Review (UPR), and
the United Nations Security Council Resolution (UNSCR) 1325 National Action Plan.
In addition, the project intended to increase accountability of authorities and service providers to
deliver upon their responsibilities to provide protection and care for citizens vulnerable to and
affected by GBV through the innovative Community Score Card (CSC) methodology and the
inclusion of specific GBV targets and indicators into District Development Plans (DDPs) and
Imihigo performance contracts.
The project carried out its activities partly at national level and partly in Gakenke and Gatsibo
districts with two CSOs namely Haguruka and Rwanda Women’s Network – Rwanda Women’s
Network respectively. The two districts were chosen because these were ideal districts for a pilot
as their GBV prevalence, according to statistics from the Rwanda National Police (RNP) and
Gender Monitoring Office (GMO), were at the median level in the country6.

6

Care Rwanda, Final concept note, January 2012, full application form, page 3
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The project was expected to achieve the following 3 Expected Results:


ER1: Duty bearers and responsible authorities have increased capacity to implement
international and regional commitments.



ER2: Civil Society stakeholders have increased capacity to effectively monitor the
implementation of these commitments.



ER3: Civil Society stakeholders and communities have increased capacity to advocate
effectively for action where those commitments are not being met.

As part of the project closing activities, CARE Rwanda in close collaboration with CARE
Nederland have planned to undertake a final project evaluation, including a survey, to evaluate
the effectiveness, efficiency, impact and sustainability of the project after two years of
implementation.
1.4 Objectives of the end line evaluation
The main aim of this end line evaluation was to evaluate the project achievements, effectiveness,
efficiency, impacts and sustainability as well as identifying challenges and gaps of the project to
the beneficiaries after two years of implementation in the intervention districts which can inform
future planning and decision making.
Specifically, the end line evaluation of the project had the following objectives:


Assess the actual level of achievement against each of the log frame indicators using
different tools and methods including qualitative and quantitative methods against the
baseline data, the national socio-economic metrics and DHS.



Document lessons learned and provide recommendations on how to use generated
findings and knowledge in programme development and improvement of existing
interventions, as well as recommend on scaling-up of the project.



Document the CSOs achievements in the implementation of international and regional
commitments to end GBV ratified by the government of Rwanda including the UPR,
ICGLR Kampala Declaration and UNRSC 1325.



Identify and document best practices, lessons learnt, challenges faced by the project team
and beneficiaries and successes realized by the project;

1.5 Scope of the evaluation
The end line evaluation assessed how the different aspects of the project worked and how they
contributed to the expected results. It also assessed the achievements registered compared to the
baseline data and provide answers on the question to what extent the overall project goal was
realized. This end evaluation used the same methodology applied in the baseline study. The

4

evaluation of progress and achievements made versus the baseline study were based on the
following components:
 Change in number, causes and types of GBV in Gakenke and Gatsibo Districts and
follow up after reporting, compared to the baseline study;
 Change in the understanding, knowledge and implementation of international
commitments related to GBV;
 Change in the understanding, knowledge and implementation of the National GBV law
and policies related to GBV;
 Change in the capacity and functioning of anti-GBV committees.
In order to reach the study objectives as mentioned above, we used the methodological approach
covering the key steps as discussed in the sections below.

5

2. Methodology and Approach
2.1. Desk review/Literature review
For the end line report of Umugore Arumvwa, the desk review or literature review focused on
the final concept note of the project which shows the overall objective as well as the specific
objectives, the expected results, the planned activities at as well as performance indicators. The
baseline study report complements the final concept note as it highlights the starting situation in
the intervention districts.
In addition, the different implementation progress reports from implementing partners and other
annual reports produced in the context of Kampala declaration on SGBV, UNSR 1325 and
Universal Periodic Review were reviewed.
Furthermore, we also looked at different reports produced in context of the implementation of
regional and international commitments such as Kampala declaration on SGBV, UPR and
UNSCR 1325. These reports provided information on the level of implementation of the
commitments by Civil Society network on SGBV, government decentralized structures,
implementing agencies such as Haguruka and Rwanda Women’s Network as well as the
activities under CARE.
2.2 Data collection
A questionnaire and interview guides were developed to collect primary data from the identified
target groups at national, district and sector levels. All data collection tools used during the end
line evaluation are included in annex 2.

2.2.1. Key informant interviews

Interviews were conducted with people who are in position to give more detailed information
about the project and its achievements. In both districts (Gakenke and Gatsibo) the Key
Informants were Vice-Mayors in charge of social affairs, Directors of Planning, Gender
Professional, House of Justice Access /MAJ officers, Rwanda National Police Officers in charge
of GBV issues and permanent secretaries of JDAF. At the sector level, key informant s were
Executive Secretaries, In charge of social affairs, in charge of gender-based violence at Health
center and Civic Status and Notaries (Etat Civil et Notaire). In addition, there were Key
informants in Kigali that included the Umugore Arumvwa Project team. They were from CARE
and implementing partners for the Umugore Arumvwa project (Rwanda Women’s Network and
Haguruka NGO).

6

2.2.2 Individual Questionnaire guided interviews

The survey was conducted to collect information from project final beneficiaries at the
community level. These included cluster representatives composed of women, youth, people
with disabilities, men and couples. These individual interviews were guided by a questionnaire.
2.2.3 Focus Group discussions

The FGD guide was elaborated to help participants express themselves and provide insights on
the project activities and achievements. The respondents in the FGDS were grouped according to
their categories such as: local authorities, community animators and community cluster citizens’
representatives. A special workshop for CSO network members was organized to assess their
role and achievements in the implementation of International Commitments as above
highlighted.
2.3 Sample Determination and Selection Method
The purposive sampling technique helped in the selection of key respondents that provided
necessary information for the assessment of the project relevance, effectiveness, efficiency,
sustainability and impact from different categories of people such local authorities, community
members and CSO organizations. This purposive method combined with the desk
review/secondary data collection ensured that project evaluation conducted with minimal bias
and error. Due to time and resource constraints, the Consultants agreed with Care International in
Rwanda on appropriate purposive sample that adequately represented the entire population under
study.
The sampling mainly focused on three sectors, two from Gakenke district namely Cyabingo and
Kivuruga and one from Gatsibo district namely Muhura based on where the baseline study had
been conducted so we could be able to do the comparison of both baseline and end line results.
The choice was made in order to measure the change and progress made in the fight against
GBV in terms of causes, forms as well the functionality of Anti Gender based violence
committee in the last two years as compared to the baseline report conducted at the beginning of
the project. Out of the targeted 240 individuals targeted, 213(89%) were reached

7

Table 1

Summary table of respondents per each method used

Actual
Percentage
number
Participants in the Focus Group Discussions
Community Animators
30
34
113%
Community Citizens
30
34
113%
Local authorities
30
34
113%
CSO Network members
20
13
65%
TOTAL
110
115
105%
Participants in the survey
Cyabingo Sector
33
32
97%
KivurugaSector
33
20
61%
Muhura Sector
34
23
68%
75*
75%
TOTAL
100
Key informant interviews
Gakenke District
5
5
100%
Gatsibo District
5
5
100%
CyabingoSector
5
3
60%
Kivuruga Sector
5
4
80%
Muhura Sector
5
2
40%
Care International
1
1
100%
Haguruka NGO
2
1
50%
Rwanda Women Network
2
2
100%
TOTAL
30
23
77%
*For participant survey, the target was 100(as in baseline) fromcommunity
representative cluster (composed of local leaders, women and men representatives,
people with disabilities, youth and couples...). Some members of the community
representative cluster were not eligible for interviews as beneficiaries as they were
holding other positions (such as local leaders, women and youth structures) that were
also part of the focus group discussions. Therefore 100 respondents could not be
reached.
Categories of participants

Planned

2.4 Data processing
The collected data from the survey was entered into CSPro7 and then transferred to SPSS8 for
analysis and production of tables. The information from key informant interviews was entered
in MS Excel and analyzed using pivot tables to summarize it. The data from focus Group
discussions was typed and summarized in MS Word by the facilitators of the discussions.
7
8

CSPro is Census and Survey Processing software produced by the U.S. Census Bureau (www.census.gov).
SPSS is statistical package for social sciences
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3. Evaluation findings and attainment of UmugoreArumvwa
project objectives
3.1 Evaluation of the Project design
The first fundamental element in the projects design was the participation of partners,
stakeholders working on GBV and citizens from the project elaboration phase, so that
beneficiaries views are taken into account at all times, contributing to strengthening their voice
and ensuring accountability of duty bearers. Different stakeholders participated in the project.
These included the local authorities at local level, community animators, civil society
organizations, law enforcement agencies and health care workers.
The design of the project including identification of activities built on already existing forums
affected results. The selection criteria for these existing groups like Village Savings and Lending
Groups (VSLG) were different from the criteria for selecting project beneficiaries. This was
however sometimes advantageous where Parents Evenings (Umugoroba w’ababyeyi) could
easily integrate gender issues including discussions on GBV.
The emphasis put on the anti GBV committees and community animators however proved to
contribute to achievement of results. For example this increased awareness of GBV issues, many
people, mostly males, are aware of national laws preventing and punishing GBV. The main
source of awareness of the laws is mainly through media and meetings. More males than females
are represented in structures at community level where knowledge is acquired.
Some activities were identified and included in the project concept note but their feasibility was
not well analyzed. As result, the activities could not be implemented. For example the Gender
Based Violence Information Management System (GBVIMS) was a very excellent intervention
that is much needed in the country. CARE had extensive discussions with key ministries on
establishment of a multi-agency system with learning from existing tools. CARE convened and
facilitated discussions on how the GOR can establish a multi agency system9. As a result, GMO
incorporated development of the GBVIMS as one of the activities for the fiscal year 2015/2016.
The complexity of GBV, the involvement of many stakeholders (Local Authorities, Law
Enforcers, Health Care workers, Anti-GBV committees, Gender Monitoring Office, etc) made
this a very unrealistic activity. Advocacy to include some indicators into district development
plans and annual Imihigo was part of the project activities. However, at the start of the project,
all the districts had already elaborated their district development plans. The inclusion of
indicators could not be realized with in project timeframe.

9

UA Y2 Bi Annual Report, November 2014
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The project also aimed at building the capacity of the CSO to monitor implementation of
international commitments to end GBV. The Project trained 42 staff members of CSO networks.
Reflection sessions with trained staff members were held continuously to detail how monitoring
shall be held. CARE in conjunction with members of the CSO Network (Haguruka, Rwanda
Women Network, Rwanda Men Resource Centre (RWMREC), Mission of Hope (MOH), Young
Women Christian Association (YWCA), led a participative process of monitoring the Kampala
Declaration (KD) including the identification of key decision makers, methods of gathering data
and how the outcomes from the report shall serve as a CSO advocacy tool. The design of the
project therefore affected the success and challenges in achieving some of its expected results.
3.2 Evaluation of Implementation approach
The Community Score Card (CSC) approach succeeded in ensuring the participation of
beneficiaries and local authorities in project activities. The CSC approach enhanced citizens’
awareness of their rights, fostering dialogue between community members, local authorities and
service providers like Police and health facilities. The process however involved meetings and
sessions for each specific group (women, men, youth, people with disabilities and historically
marginalized people). This facilitated discussions with in each group but did not facilitate
community wide discussions because of limited time and resources. Women did not have
chances of having an open discussion with men.
Community Animators were in charge of following up on the Joint Action Plan resulting from
the CSC. However, all the villages completed their joint action plans around December 2014
when the project was in final stages. There was no much information how community animators
have succeeded in effectively following up their implementation. CARE should link community
animators with other on-going or new projects to facilitate implementation of joint action plans.
CSO Network members were expected to be trained and actively involved in collecting data and
information on GBV prevalence and on service providers‟ and duty bearers‟ performance. Once
done, data would be compiled in an “Annual Public Report on the Implementation of
International Commitments on GBV in Rwanda”. The CSO network succeeded in compiling
reports on the progress in implementation of the international commitments.
The project was also expected to advocate for and facilitate inclusion of GBV indicators in 5year District Development Plans and annual Imihigo performance contracts in Gatsibo and
Gakenke districts. This was on assumption that development of district development plans would
happen during project’s lifespan. This was however not feasible as both districts had already
elaborated their plans. The CSO network developed an advocacy strategy and its action plan and
also participated in joint Action Development forums in Gatsibo and Gakenke districts as well as
other districts that CSO network members operate from. They also developed an advocacy paper
to advocate for different advocacy themes identified. At the onset of implementation, it was
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realized that inclusion of GBV indicators in Imihigo was not feasible as GBV is considered as a
social issue not development issue.
The CSO network advocacted towards the Ministry of Local Administration (MINALOC) for
inclusion of GBV indictors in future Imihigo planning guidelines at the district level.
3.2.1. Project monitoring, evaluation and reporting

For better implementation, CARE set up mechanisms to monitor, evaluate and report the
activities of the Umugore Arumvwa project. Key procedures for Monitoring and Evaluation
(M&E) of the Umugore Arumva project included:
a. the Monitoring and Evaluation plan,
b. the baseline studies and data collection,
c. routine monitoring,
d. coordination meetings, and
e. final evaluation.
The project developed and maintained a monitoring and evaluation plan that identified all
indicators, data sources and responsible persons and entities. The Monitoring and Evaluation
Plan was reviewed and updated regulary as the project was being implemented.
Indicators and targets were updated after the baseline studies to ensure that they are realistic and
feasible. Some indicators that are included into the M&E plan based on the designed activities
could not be monitored. For example indicators related to measuring GBV cases reported and
resolved could not be monitored due to the absence of the GBVMIS.
The project was able to commision a baseline survey that collected baseline data for relevant
indicators. The results from the baseline survey were included in the revision of the project M&E
plan as well as logframe.
The project was also expected to have periodic coordination metings. These meetings took place
quarterly. Each partner had internal monthly meetings to review progress. In each quarter, CARE
Rwanda organized a coordination meeting in which different project partners wre updated on the
progress of the project.
3.3 Exit strategy
As part of the exit strategy, the project was expected to facilitate community animators to form
cooperatives that would benefit from grants and technical support provided by CARE. This was
designed to sustain the activities of community animators. At the close of the project,
cooperatives were formed and are operational in both districts.
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The Civil Society Network will continue to carry out activities to support government of
Rwanda’s’ response to gender based violence as they benefited from capacity building during the
project period.
The two implementers Rwanda Women’s Network and Haguruka organization are based in the
two districts implementing other related activities. They will therefore build on and sustain
achievements registered by Umugore Arumvwa project.
One of the challenges observed in the end line was that the project did not communicate with
stakeholders at local level about the exit of the project. For example, the executive secretary of
Kivuruga sector in Gakenke district had this to say about the exit of the project
“The project has done many things but now it is closed. What has it left community animators
with? ”.This shows that some local authorities did not have much information about the
continued role of community animators as key people expected to sustain project activities. The
project had several in-built mechanisms to sustain the project achievements after its closure and
also held project closing events at district level. However the details of the exit strategy were not
well communicated to stakeholders at sector levels but the district authorities were asked and
agreed to support the work of community animators.
3.4 Stakeholders participation
Participation of stakeholders and partners working on GBV as well as citizens was identified as a
fundamental element of the project. The community and local authorities participated effectively
in the implementation of the project from cell to village levels. Community members participated
in the analysis of GBV issues in the community through community scorecards. The community
also participated in various trainings organized by local authorities, community animators and
anti-GBV committees. Members of the CSO network participated in various meetings to develop
country reports for Universal Periodic Review and progress reports on Kampala declaration and
UNSCR 1325.
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3.5 Achievement versus project indicators
Table 2. Achievement of project Indicators
Intervention logic
To strengthen the
voice of citizens
and civil society
networks and the
accountability of
responsible
authorities in
preventing Sexual
and Gender Based
Violence (SGBV)
in Rwanda

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

65% of the GBV cases report
to third parties of which 90%
has been satisfyingly been
referred to competent legal
authorities in Gakenke and
Gatsibo District by the end of
the project.

Respondents in the baseline
revealed they would report
GBV
cases
to
local
authorities (91%), police
(79%),
Hospital
(9%),
Courts(5%),
Anti-GBV
Committees(5%), MAJ(5%),
Ombudsman (2%),

The end line report shows that
reporting of GBV cases are as
follows: Local authorities (95%),
Police (54%), Health Facilities
(41.5%), Ombudsman (1.5%), MAJ
(1.5%), Anti GBV committee
(23%), NGO (4.6%)

Decrease by at least 10% in
the social acceptance and
tolerance of GBV in Gakenke
and Gatsibo districts

46.4% perceive women
beating is a normal practice.
29.8% perceive it as strange
while
23.8%
as
serious/terrible.

In the End line survey, only 7.7% of
respondents perceive GBV as a
normal
practice.
56%
of
respondents perceive GBV as
Terrible. 36% perceive GBV as
strange. Only 4.7% of respondents
who said beating is a dominant
form of GBV perceived GBV as a
normal practice, 65.1% perceive it
as serious abuse/terrible and 30.2%
perceive GBV as strange.

GBV victims are referred to various
actors more than what was reported in
the baseline survey. For example there
is an increase in the number of cases
referred to health facilities and AntiGBV committees. Compared to the
baseline, a larger number of
respondents reported they would report
GBV cases to local authorities and a
smaller number to police. The change
may be due to the fact that the local
authorities are closer to GBV victims
and the Community Scorecard made
them to be more responsive.
The baseline survey collected data only
on perception of physical violence
(Women beating) while the end line
collected perception on different GBV
forms including women beating
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All baseline values are taken from the Umugore Arumvwa Baseline Final Report June 2014
End line values are collected from various sources mainly the Umugore Arumvwa Project reports, the end line survey Focus group discussions and Key
Informants. Collected in September 2015.
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Intervention logic

To support and
ensure the
implementation of
international
commitments to end
SGBV ratified by
the Government of
Rwanda, including
those to the
International
Conference of the
Great Lakes Region
(ICGLR), the UN
Universal Periodic
Review (UPR), and
the UNSCR 1325
National Action
Plan

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

In the final year of the project,
the CSO Network has given
input
for
90%
of
resolutions/decisions of GBV
Technical Working Groups
meetings chaired by the
Ministry of Health and the
Ministry of Gender and
Family Promotion in Rwanda

The network is operational,
but
informal.
Physical
attendance is high, but
effective participation is yet
to be examined.

A follow up meeting took place in
December 2014 to evaluate the
implementation of the 18 resolutions.
Minister in Presidents’ office, Minister
of Gender and Family Promotion,
Chief Gender Monitor, Representative
of the Inspector General of Police and
representative of the Prosecutor
General of NPPA, attended the
meeting.

90% (ofthe 65% of the GBV
cases that report to third
parties) have received a
comprehensive package of
services
(medical,
legal,
economic and psychosocial
support) by the end of the
project

58.3% received different
non-comprehensive services.
(16.6% medical care; 16.6%
social
support;
16.6%
counseling; 8.3% legal aid;
8.3% information about the
referral process)

At least 90% of the 107 joint
action
plans
for
the
improvement of 3 government
services related to GBV
developed in a participatory
way between services users,
service providers and other
relevant
actors
are
implemented by the end of the
project

0

CARE worked with COCAFEM
GL (Women's Coalition group
working at regional Level) and Pro
Femmes/Twese
Hamwe
(an
umbrella
of
59
national
organizations working on Gender
Equality, women empowerment and
GBV Issues). In 2013, 18
resolutions out of 18 on GBV issues
were
shared
with
relevant
institutions (MOH, Ministry of
Gender and Family Promotion,
Ministry of Justice, National Police,
and Parliament).
99.8% received different services:
Medical care 23%
Psychosocial support 25%
Legal Aid 21.1%
Counseling 25%
Rehabilitation by local authorities
2%
Information about the referral
process 3.3%
Don’t know 0.7%
105 Joint Action plans for
addressing GBV issues that were
identified from CSC processes were
developed. This was to be done in
107 villages in 5 Sectors but the
sectors actually have 105 villages
(62 villages in Gakenke instead of
64, Gatsibo has 43 villages).
[Source: Implementers reports Haguruka UA final report 2015
page 9 and 10, RWN UA quarterly
report May-July 2015]

This result was achieved. This can be
attributed to increase in awareness of
GBV issues, awareness of services
providers, orientation of GBV victims
to various and appropriate service
providers.

This was delayed due to the limited
budget for the facilitation of the CSC
process. The CSC consists of 10 steps
that take time to be completed. All the
105 joint action plans were completed
during the no cost extension phase of
the project (January to June 2015).
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Intervention logic

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

70% of the implemented
action plans are integrated in
district and sector plans by the
end of the project

None

No data

A system for the Collection,
consolidation, analysis and
publication of updated data on
reported
GBV
cases
(including
GBVIMS)
is
functional in Gakenke and
Gatsibo
districts
(corresponding to Gender
Monitoring Office (GMO)
indicators
"existence
of
guidelines governing GBV
data recording and reporting
grid" and "existence of
functional mechanisms of
GBV data updating")

No standardized system
exists only the one of GMO
is under construction

CARE International signed an MoU
with the Gender monitoring Office
in order to, among others, facilitate
the
establishment
of
GBV
information
management
systems/GBVIMS.

CSC sessions were held and Joint
Action plans are the last stage in the
CSC process. These were always
discussed in community meetings.
There were no joint action plan
activities that were included in the
Sector and District plans.
CARE Rwanda held discussions with
key ministries on how to establish a
multi agency system with learning
from
existing
tools
including
GBVIMS. CARE Rwanda signed the
MOU with Gender Monitoring Office
(GMO),
which
is
government
institution with the mandate to monitor
among others the implementation of
International Commitments to end
GBV. With this MOU CARE will
convene and facilitate discussions on
how the GoR can establish a multi
agency system. GMO incorporated
development of the GBVIMS as one of
the activities for the fiscal year
2015/2016

- At least 80% of actors
working
on
prevention,
response, monitoring and
advocacy on GBV in Gakenke
and
Gatsibo
districts
participate
in
existing
coordination
mechanisms
(such
as
Anti-GBV
Committee and Joint Action
Development Forum (JADF)
meetings) (corresponding to
GMO indicator "existence of
functional
multisectorial

On average, 45% of non
government actors in the
domain of GBV are part of
the JADF coordination team
in Gakenke and Gatsibo
districts
(Communication
with staff in charge of
gender in both districts,
2014)

10 out of 13 active CSO members
interviewed in the end line
evaluation (equivalent to 77% of
members) confirmed they are
member of JADF at district level.
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Intervention logic

intervention structure
coordination")

Result 1: Duty
bearers and
responsible
authorities have
increased capacity
to implement
international
commitments

Baseline value10

Indicators

End line Value11

Remarks

At the closure of the Project, this
was
not
yet
accomplished.
However, CSO Network members
continue to advocate for inclusion
of GBV indicators in the future 5
Year DDPs and annual imihigo.
Idem

GBV is taken as a cross cutting issue in
district development plans. The Staff in
charge of planning and other key
informants at district level interviewed
at district level were not aware of GBV
indicators.
The district and sector level make more
efforts to integrate activities that
improve livelihood of citizens in the
Imihigo. For example infrastructure,
health, etc.
Activities related to
behaviours are hard to measure and are
not usually included in Imihigo.
Activities related to sensitization on
prevention of GBV, support for GBV
victims are implemented at lower
levels. Only GBV indicators were
missing in the DDPs and Imihigo.

for

- At least one GBV indicator
is included in the Gatsibo and
Gakenke 5-year DDPs

- At least one GBV indicator
is included in the Gatsibo and
Gakenke
annual
Imihigo
performance contracts
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Intervention logic

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

At least 75% of trained duty
bearers (health personnel, law
enforcers,
Police,
Army,
Community Police, anti drug
committees, Maison d'Acces a
la
Justice
(MAJ)
representatives, members of
National Women CouncilsNWC, staff from One Stop
Centres, members of AntiGBV Committees and Youth
Committees, mediators) and
responsible authorities (Vice
Mayors at district level,
Executive
Secretaries,
Officers in Charge of the
Welfare and members of the
NWC at sector level, Officers
in Charge of Welfare and
members of the NWC at cell
level and Chief of the village
and Welfare Officer at village
level) have increased their
knowledge
on
the
implementation
of
international commitments on
GBV by the end of the project,
understand what it means for
their daily work.
90% of Anti-GBV committees
are assessed on their capapcity
and a strategy to revitalize
them is advocated for by CSO
network

According to baseline data,
74% of respondents have
heard of national policies on
GBV. But duty bearers who
were trained on international
commitments on GBV had a
very limited knowledge on
these instruments (personal
communication
with
trainers, 2014).

At the end of the project the duty
bearers trained are 98% this means
888 out of 929 expected were
trained. 53.2% had knowledge on
international commitments and this
increased to 87% in post training
test.

Source: UA Y1 Narrative Report May
2014, page 7

Anti GBV Committees were
dormant

98.6% of respondents rated the
performance
of
anti
GBV
committees as satisfactory.

Most members of anti GBV commitees
are members of different structures like
local authorities, community animators,
community policing and others. They
are therefore involved in many related
activities that increase their visibility as
well as effectiveness.
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Intervention logic

Result 2:Civil
Society
stakeholders have
increased capacity
to effectively
monitor the
implementation of
these commitments

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

- At least 70% of the targeted
service users report increased
satisfaction
with
GBV
services offered by service
providers
(health
professionals,
Community
Police,
Anti-GBV
Committees) in Gakenke and
Gatsibo districts by the end of
the project
- 90% of the CSO Network
members working on GBV
have had at least one staff
trained on the monitoring and
reporting
of
the
implementation
of
international commitments on
GBV by the end of year one

66.6% were satisfied with
services they received (50% were satisfied, 16.6%
were very satisfied). One
third (33.3%) was not
satisfied.

100% of respondents think that
GBV victims are satisfied with
services provided by service
providers. (23.1% think that GBV
victims are very satisfied and 76.9%
think they are satisfied with
services provided.)
100% of
respondents said there has been
improvements in services that are
given to GVB victims
42 (100%) CSO network members
were trained on the monitoring and
reporting on the International
commitments
(23 (55%) Women, 19 (45%) Men).

The baseline collected satisfaction
information from individuals that
personally experienced GBV. The
endline however, asked respondents
(irrespective
of
whether
they
experienced GBV or not) whether they
think GBV victims are satisfied with
the services they receive.

8 out of 13 (62%) participants in the
end line evaluation workshop
session had participated in training.
They all demonstrated knowledge
on monitoring and reporting of
international commitments. All
(100%) those that had participated
in the training reported that
knowledge on monitoring and
reporting
of
international
commitments was beneficial in their
organizations.

Members of the CSO network
interviewed reported that knowledge
and skills from the trainings were
beneficial in their organizations.

At least 75% of targeted CSO
Network
members
who
participated in trainings have
increased their knowledge on
monitoring and reporting the
implementation
of
international commitments on
GBV by the end of the project
And is able to translate this to
plans and activities at the local
level!

CSO
network
was
established, but this kind of
training
was
never
organized.

This was achieved as planned.
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Intervention logic

Result 3: Civil
Society
stakeholders and
communities have
increased capacity
to advocate
effectively for
action where those

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

At least 50% of CSO Network
members produce an annual
monitoring report on the
implementation
of
international commitments on
GBV in Rwanda and submit it
to
the
CSO
Network
coordination body
- Two high-quality "Annual
Public
Report
on
the
Implementation
of
International Commitments on
GBV
in
Rwanda"
are
compiled and published by the
end of the project and at least
the second is produced under
the lead the CSO Network's
Secretariat
- At least 70% of identified
GBV
issues
by
the
Community
Score
Card
process in Gakenke and
Gatsibo districts are responded
to by the end of the project

N/A

65% of CSO network members
participated in production of Two
annual
reports
on
Kampala
declaration on SGBV and Universal
Periodic review. A report on
UNSCR 1325 was produced by
GMO with participation of Civil
Society
Network
members.
UPR report was prepared with supp
and participation of Care and CSO
network members.

With
Funding
from
Umugore
Arumvwa project, CSO members
participated in the elaboration of the
reports. CSO network members
confirmed this during the End line
evaluation workshop.

85.3% of the respondents reported
that all GBV issues identified by
CSC process were addressed. No
documentation available to confirm
this.

The target was exceeded, due to the
success of the community scorecard
process. Respondents were asked is if
all issues identified in the CSC process
were responded to.
No data is
available on actual response to each
GBV issues identified.

At least 90% of the CSO
Network
members
demonstrate an increase in
knowledge and skills on
policy analysis and advocacy
by the end of the project and
act accordingly

Part one of the training on
policy
analysis
and
advocacy was conducted.
The rest is yet to be
organized. However there is
no tool to measure increase
in knowledge

At the end of the project CSO
Network identified 5 districts
(Kicukiro, Huye, Burera, Nyabihu
and Kayonza). They planned to visit
these districts in order to work with
them on how to integrate GBV
indicators in their DDPs and annual
Imihigo.

The ongoing advocacy processes and
activities conducted by CSO networks
confirm that there is an increase in
skills and knowledge on policy analysis
and advocacy.
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Intervention logic
commitments are
not being met

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

- At least 3 articles / programs
on the implementation of the
international commitments on
GBV published / broadcast in
year 1 and 6 in year 2 by
media at the national level

One article published in
Imvaho and one 20 min
radio program broadcasted
to date

Media activities were organized in line
with Family Month, 16 days of
activities and Campaign against
Human trafficking. Advocacy and
visibility materials were published
during these events.

- At least 80% of members
attend the CSO Network
meetings held every 2 months

Almost 82% of members
attend
CSO
network
meetings held every 2
months

1 Article in the Kigali Today
Online, ! Article in Imvaho Nshya,
3 Radio programs (Radio 10,
Nyagatere
Community
Radio,
Radio Rwanda) 2 news articles
broadcast on Radio Rwanda and
Nyagatare Community Radio.
90% of members attended meetings
during the project life

- At least 70% of planned
actions of the CSO Network
annual advocacy strategy are
implemented
within
the
timeframe

The advocacy strategy for
the CSO Network has been
drafted,
but
not
yet
approved.
The
corresponding action plan is
yet to be developed.

CSO Network identified different
areas of advocacy (Reproductive
Heath, Financial Inclusion and
Gender and GBV). CSO advocacy
strategy based on the above areas
was developed. The strategy
included analysis of the Kampala
Declaration, the UNSCR 1325 and
the UPR. From there further actions
were taken, including developing
briefs focusing on 3 common issues
as
identified
in
the
3
commitments. Currently the plan is
to finalise the briefs and present
them to policy makers, work that
continues
beyond
Umugore
Arumvwa).

Meetings were beneficial to CSO
network members, as they discussed
various issues. Members also benefited
in terms of knowledge and skills in
advocacy. This increased members’
attendance
and
ownership
and
functioning of the network.
This strategy has been used by CARE
in resource mobilization. Mobilize
CSO members to share experiences and
testimonies during the 16 days of
activism in 2014/2015 to raise
awareness of womens' rights. The
strategy is the source of the theme for
integration of GBV indicators in
Imihigo performance contracts in the 5
target districts.
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Intervention logic

Indicators

Baseline value10

End line Value11

Remarks

at least 70% of the CSO
network members are actively
involved in the JADF of
Gakenke and Gatsibo district,
providing input on the
implementation
of
international commitments on
GBV
- At least 60% of targeted
community
members
in
Gakenke and Gatsibo districts
have a satisfactory knowledge
(score at least 6/10 on a test)
of the GBV law and their
rights by the end of the project
Existence
of
GBV
prevention
programmes
involving men and boys in at
least 80% of 107 targeted
villages in Gakenke and
Gatsibo districts

The idea that interventions
of CSO network members
are still uncoordinated and
therefore scattered

The 2 JADF members from both
districts interviewed confirmed that
CSO networks had a positive
influence in their districts.

All interventions of CSOs must be
aligned to the priorities of districts. As
a result, CSO network are actively
involved in JADF. For example JADF
in Nyarugenge is headed by CSO a
member of CSO network.

74%
heard
about
(awareness) the GBV law

From End line survey, 78.7% have
heard about the GBV law.

The target was achieved. There is
however disproportionate level of
awareness, being high among males
than females (97.6% of Men compared
to 55.9% of females reported to have
heard about GBV laws).

Men have just started to join
the
"Umugoroba
w'ababyeyi" in which GBV
is discussed among other
issues. But the number of
villages in which this
community initiative is
functional is not known

Men and Women reported to
participate
in
Umugoroba
w’ababyeyi as couples. GBV is
discussed
among
others.
Males and females reported to also
participate
in
“Ijisho
ry’umuturanyi” in all 107 villages.

There are many community initiatives
that are involved in anti GBV activities
- like Umugoroba w'umubyeyi, Ijisho
ry'umuturanyi, Malayika Murinzi.
Paricipation of Men and Boys is highly
encouraged.
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3.6 Implementation of planned activities










Official launch of the UA project. The official launch of UA project took place on the
31st July 2013, in Gatsibo district. The participants were informed about the project,
where it would work and why, what it would be doing and expected results.
Training of duty bearers and service providers on the existing legal framework for
combating GBV and upholding women’s rights, GBV prevention and response, GBV
referral and M&E system. This training successfully took place. Out of the targeted929
duty bearers and service providers, 897 (231 women 657 men) attended the training. The
attendees included Vice Mayors in charge of social Affairs, MAJ, Gender, Education,
RDF and police representatives, Executive Secretaries (cells and sectors), In charge
social affairs, leaders of hospitals & health centers, Sector Education Officers, villages
leaders, Mediators and religious leaders. Trainees committed to considering GBV
prevention in their daily work schedule and promised their day-to-day support towards
UA Project goal and objectives.
Training leaders on laws and rights related to GBV and on advocacy, including through
providing simplified, clear and adapted tools. Training was conducted for 129 leaders at
village level. After the training, a team of community animators, Teacher representatives,
Church representatives and parent evening forum representatives was established. The
trainees understand their responsibilities in addressing Sexual and Gender Based
Violence and advocating for positive change. Community animators, Parent evening
forum representatives, Church representatives, and Teacher representatives have required
skills to advocate for GBV related issues in their villages, churches and Schools.
Training of Community Animators in the implementation of the Community Score Card
methodology for GBV-related services. 210 community animators (105 men & 105
women) were identified and trained on the implementation of the Community Score Card
methodology for GBV-related services. As a result of this activity, community animators
are skilled on what GBV is, how to refer GBV victims to appropriate organs and services,
consequences of GBV to the entire community and appropriate measures to fight Gender
Based Violence. Also the Community animators have required skills on the use of
community score card as a tool to track and analyze GBV related issues in their villages,
got skills on how to engage service providers o taking actions on related GBV issues.
Facilitating implementation of Community Score Card processes to evaluate access to
and quality of government services including the elaboration of 107 Joint Action Plans
for improvement of access to and quality of government services related to fighting GBV.
Citizens’ knowledge about GBV increased, and then able to distinguish among all issues
pertaining in their villages which are or are not GBV related issue. Community
animators and cluster representatives have increased skills on what to be done in each
CSC involved stage. Clusters made of men, women, people living with disabilities and
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historically marginalized people were established in all 105 out of targeted CSC
operational villages. The action plan for addressing identified GBV issues was
established between citizens and service providers during interface meetings.
Organizing and holding media days on the progress of the implementation of
international commitments to end GBV. The project participated in different national
organized events to fight and raise awareness against GBV such as: Family month
campaign and the 16 days of activism. The project held radio talk shows and met with
citizens and local leaders with speakers and panellist at the community. Selected key
people like project staff, mayors, police officers were interviewed during these activities.
Online and printed news papers, home visits for some couples for sharing their
testimonies.
Developing mechanisms for strengthening anti-GBV Committees. This activity is highly
linked to the assessment of why anti-GBV committees are not operational which was
done by CARE.
Advocate for the inclusion of specific GBV targets and indicators in DDPs and Imihigo
performance contracts. This activity found its implementation into different meetings and
workshops held at sector (service providers’ meetings & JADF) and district (JADF
meetings). This advocacy was also done through events such as 16 days of activism,
International women’s day, rural woman’s day. However, the ultimate objective was not
achieved as there are no specific GBV targets and indicators in DDPs and Imihigo
performance contracts.
Participate in a conference for the monitoring of UNSCR 1325 in New York. Rwanda
Women’s Network participated in the conference and gained exposure and knowledge
that is a great resource for GBV work that the network is involved in.
Community awareness on women’s rights. This was done through different meetings
attended at district, sector and cell levels. Some local leaders (service providers) are
committed and concerned whenever approached or contacted for a GBV case.
Closing of the project. The project was closed and stakeholders given information about
the successes and challenges of the project. Presentations and a documentary were shared
with stakeholders. Participants also had a chance to discuss a way forward for the raised
issues with in their districts

3.7 Achievement of expected results
3.7.1. Awareness of the project and its implementers

Data from interviews show that 92% of the respondents have heard about Umugore Arumvwa
project. More than half of the respondents in Gatsibo have ever heard about Rwanda Women’s
Network, despite being the implementer of the project. In Gakenke, 94.2% of the respondents
have ever heard of Haguruka. More than 9 out of ten respondents in both districts reported to
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have heard about CARE.
Figure 1.Knowledge of the Umugore Arumvwa Project and Its Implementers

3.7.2. Change in number, causes and types of GBV in Gakenke and Gatsibo districts
and follow up after reporting

The project was expected to increase awareness of gender issues as well as contribute to change
in number, type and causes of GBV in the two districts. All the respondents interviewed were
able to identify at least two types of gender based violence. 65 out of 75 respondents reported
they think there are cases of GBV in their area. The proportion was equally high among
respondents from both districts.
Table 3. Perception about existence of GBV

Do you think there are cases of
GBV in your area?

Yes
No

DISTRICT
Gakenke
Gatsibo
% (N=52)
% (N=23)
88.5%
82.6%
11.5%
17.4%

Total
% (N=75)
86.7%
13.3%

For those respondents who think there are GBV cases in their areas, the majority said it is an
isolated problem. Very few reported it to be prevalent. More respondents from Gakenke
however said GBV cases are prevalent more than those in Gatsibo.
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Table 4. Prevalence of GBV by District

DISTRICT
Gakenke
Gatsibo
10
3
36
16
46
19

How prevalent do you think Prevalent
GBV is
Isolated problem
Total

Total
13
52
65

The main dominant types of GBV are resource deprivation, beating and rape or sexual assault.
This is a change from the baseline where rape and beating were the dominant types of GBV in
the two districts. When compared to what was reported in the baseline, there are few changes in
the reported forms of violence. For example, resource deprivation comes as the most reported
form of GBV in the end line than it was in the baseline. Also insults and intimidation was
reported mostly in the end line compared to the baseline. Some of the most reported forms of
GBV in the baseline do not appear among the most reported. For example forced sexual
intercourse was most reported in the baseline but reported rarely in the end line evaluation.
Sexual bribe to get a job was also not reported by respondents in the end line evaluation. These
changes in the reported forms of violence could be attributed to change in awareness about GBV
where respondents now identify cases than they did know before the project. For example denial
of freedom of movement is increasingly reported compared to before the project.
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Figure 2. Comparison of dominant types of SGBV between Baseline and Endline

When respondents were asked to mention up to four most dominant forms of GBV in their
sectors, the results show that deprivation from family resources is the main prevalent form of
GBV as it made up 31% of the cases, followed by beating and rape.
Respondents’ rate most forms of violence in their sectors between medium and high. Economic
violence is rated to be very high compared to others. Physical violence is low to medium.

Table 5. Forms of GBV

Physical violence
Economic violence
Sexual violence
Psychological violence

Very high
0.0%
3.1%
0.0%
0.0%

High
6.2%
52.3%
12.3%
27.7%
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Medium
50.8%
33.8%
33.8%
33.8%

Low
35.4%
10.8%
33.8%
29.2%

Doesn’t Does not
know
exist
3.1%
4.6%
0.0%
0.0%
7.7%
12.3%
7.7%
1.5%

When compared to the baseline, it can be observed that economic violence is being reported as
the most common, rated high to very high by more than half of the respondents. There has been
marked reduction in percentage reporting sexual and physical violence as high or very high.
The reduction in the percentage ranking psychological violence as high or very high has
significantly reduced. According to the Demographic and Health survey 2010, that collected data
on the different types of violence, 47.9% of women aged 15-49 reported to have experienced
either physical or sexual violence. 15.6% reported to have experienced both physical and sexual
while 25.6% experienced only physical. Only 6.7% experienced sexual violence only. Violence
was higher among those with lower education level. Only 42.4% of those that experienced
violence sought help and 54.6% sought help from neighbours, 25.3% from in-laws and 22.4%
from their own families. Only 6.1% sought help from police.
Figure 3. Percentage of Respondents ranking each form of Violence as High or Very High

Compared with data collected during project baseline, the report shows that there is a shift in
ranking of forms of violence from more violent (Physical and Sexual) to more silent forms
(Economic and psychological violence. Economic violence was ranked highest by only 21% of
respondents during baseline but 55.4% of respondents at the end line reported it followed by
psychological violence representing 27.7% during the endline.
3.7.3. Causes of Gender Based Violence

Gender based violence is a common, universal reality existing in all societies regardless of
income, class and culture. As noted in the baseline study, the main causes of GBV are social
tolerance, fed by cultural norms and traditions, traditional male domination of females,
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drunkenness and limited knowledge of rights and laws by citizens. The data collected from
respondents confirms that the causes of GBV have not changed much from the baseline. The
reported very important causes of GBV in the two districts are drunkenness and drugs.
Limited knowledge of rights and laws against GBV and also privacy nature of the crime were
also reported to be very important contributors to GBV. Among the important causes, Cultural
based domination of males over females as well as limited knowledge of the rights and laws
were named. The less important contributors are low reporting of SGBV cases, economic
dependence of females on males.
Table 6.Rating of Causes and Factors of SGBV

Very
important
Limited knowledge of rights and laws
against GBV
Cultural based domination of males on
females
Economic dependence of females on
males
Social (cultural based) tolerance of
GBV
The privacy nature of this crime
Low reporting of SGBV cases
Drunkenness
Drugs

Less
Important important

Not important

18.5%

50.8%

20.0%

10.8%

9.2%

53.8%

18.5%

18.5%

3.1%

27.7%

44.6%

24.6%

4.6%

24.6%

23.1%

47.7%

16.9%
7.7%
55.4%
36.9%

30.8%
26.2%
32.3%
15.4%

29.2%
46.2%
10.8%
24.6%

23.1%
20.0%
1.5%
23.1%

Knowledge about the causes of GBV has also changed compared to baseline study findings.
Comparing the percentage rating specific causes as important or very important shows that
drunkenness has remained high and drugs have come up in the end line evaluation. They did not
feature in the baseline. What has significantly decreased as an important cause of GBV is
cultural tolerance of GBV and economic dependence of females on males.
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Figure 4. Most important causes of GBV - comparison between baseline and end line

Knowledge on GBV is not complete without knowledge on consequences of GBV. As in the
baseline, the evaluation wanted to know the level of awareness of the consequences of GBV.
The main reported consequences of GBV are poor living conditions of the victim, family
conflict, Sexually transmitted diseases and unwanted pregnancies. One in ten (10.3%)
respondents in Gatsibo reported death as a consequence, but it was uncommon in Gakenke.
Table 7. Consequences of SGBV

Consequences
of GBV that
Consequences of SGBV
occur in your Death
area
Loss of body Parts
Sexual Transmitted Diseases
Trauma & Other PS Problems
Unwanted Pregnancies
Unsafe Abortion
Family Conflict
Poor Living Conditions

District
Gakenke
Gatsibo
1.70%
10.30%
4.20%
2.60%
20.20%
10.30%
8.40%
7.70%
12.60%
12.80%
1.70%
0.00%
21.80%
20.50%
29.40%
35.90%

The government carries out campaigns against GBV and disseminates information about what
the victims should do in case of GBV.
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In different contexts, people react differently after experiencing gender-based violence. This
usually depends on the location, time and situation. When respondents were asked to share how
GBV victims in their areas react to the act of GBV they suffer from, the main reaction cited was
reporting it to local leaders (95.4%), police station (53.8%) and seeking medical care (41.5%).
The pattern is the same in both districts. A slightly higher proportion in Gakenke reported AntiGBV committee members more than in Gatsibo.
Table 8. Reaction of GBV Victims

GBV victims reaction

District
Gakenke

Denounce it to the police station
Report it to local leaders
Inform relatives/husbands/friends
Go to hospital/health center
Forward the case to the Ombudsman
Office
Report it to MAJ officer
Report it to anti-GBV committee
members
Report it to an NGO

Gatsibo

Overall

54.30%
97.80%
19.60%
43.50%

52.60%
89.50%
31.60%
36.80%

53.80%
95.40%
23.10%
41.50%

2.20%
2.20%

0.00%
0.00%

1.50%
1.50%

26.10%
6.50%

15.80%
0.00%

23.10%
4.60%

After denouncing GBV to relevant authorities, several services are expected to be given to the
victims. When asked about services given to GBV victims in their sectors, one out of four
respondents reported psychosocial support and counselling as the services given to the victims.
Also more than one in five respondents reported health care and legal aid.
Table 9. Services given to GBV Victims

DISTRICT

Services given to GBV Victims

Gakenke

Total

Gatsibo

Receive health care

21.40%

28.60%

23.00%

Receive psychosocial support

26.50%

20.00%

25.00%

Receive legal aid

21.40%

20.00%

21.10%

Counselling

23.90%

28.60%

25.00%

Rehabilitation by local authorities

2.60%

0.00%

2.00%

Information about the referral process

3.40%

2.90%

3.30%

Don't know

0.90%

0.00%

0.70%

When a GBV case is reported, the victim expects to get appropriate services as soon as possible.
Respondents were asked about the time it takes for a victim to get services. In both districts, the
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services are received within the same day or same week. Few respondents in Gatsibo say it can
sometimes take weeks.
Table 10. How much time it takes for a GBV victim to get services

How much does it take to
provide a service to GBV
victims?

Gakenke
Column N %
67.4%
32.6%
0.0%
0.0%

The same day
The same week
The same month
Don’t know

DISTRICT
Gatsibo
Total
Column N % Column N %
57.9%
64.6%
26.3%
30.8%
5.3%
1.5%
10.5%
3.1%

3.7.4. Change in Understanding Knowledge and implementation of international
commitments related to GBV

Under the first expected result of the project, increase in awareness about international
commitments was a main task. The evaluation looked at the awareness of the three international
commitments related to GBV and also explored their implementation. Only 11 out of the 75
respondents interviewed reported to have ever heard about the Kampala declaration. Only 7 out
of 75 have ever heard about the UNSCR 1325 and only 5 have ever heard about the universal
periodic review. The results from the key informant interviews also show that knowledge about
international commitments is still very low even among the local authorities at district and sector
levels. For those that were aware of the Kampala Declaration, they were either Police officers or
have seen a brochure and did not know much about its implementation. This explains why most
respondents did not know how these international commitments are implemented.
Table 11. Knowledge about International Commitments

Sex
Male
Female
%
%
19.5%
8.8%

Ever heard about Kampala declaration on SBVG

Total
%
14.7%

Ever heard about UNSCR 1325

12.2%

5.9%

9.3%

Ever heard about the UPR

12.2%

0.0%

6.7%

The highest level of awareness of the international instruments was among the implementing
partners. They know the level of implementation of these instruments at lower levels.
More key informant at the Sector level than at district level reported to have heard of the
Kampala declaration. Those who have heard the Kampala declaration were mainly executive
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secretaries of the sectors, in charge of social affairs at sector level, police officers, Marriage
registrars and health care providers (nurses in charge of GBV).
The project worked on translation of the Kampala Declaration document into Kinyarwanda and
training various rights bearers on the implementation of this instrument.
The level of knowledge about the UNSCR 1325 is also very low. However key informant
interviewees revealed that several right bearers are aware of the instrument. Several
achievements regarding implementation of the UNSCR 1325 include reinforcing relationship and
partnership between men and women and increased participation of women in economic
activities. Women are now in more leadership positions at different levels of the administrative
structures. Also existing laws through law enforcement agencies punish GBV perpetrators. To be
able to achieve this, mindset change among women has been a largely contributing factor. This
has been achieved through trainings. Also women have been involved in conflict mediation, not
only being victims, at all levels and this has contributed to sustainable peace in families.
3.7.5. Change in Understanding Knowledge and implementation of the National law
and policies related to GBV

The Umugore Arumvwa project also aimed at increasing awareness of national GBV law and
policies related to GBV. More than three quarters of all respondents interviewed have ever heard
about the law on the prevention and punishment of GBV in Rwanda.
More males know of the law than females. 97.6% of the males reported to have heard about the
law while only 55.9% of females reported to have ever heard about it. This was the same trend in
districts.
Table 12. Ever heard of national GBV laws

DISTRICT
Gatsibo

Gakenke

Ever heard of the law
Yes
on the prevention and
punishment of GBV
No
in Rwanda?

Total

Gender
Gender
Female
Male
Female
Male Female
Male
%
%
%
%
%
%
96.7%
50.0% 100.0%
66.7% 97.6% 55.9%
3.3%

50.0%

0.0%

33.3%

2.4%

44.1%

Overall
78.7%
21.3%

This can be explained by results in table 13 below, where the main sources of awareness of the
laws are mainly through media and community meetings. Males have more access to these
sources than females. More males are more represented in structures where knowledge is
acquired comparatively to females at community level.For those that have ever heard about the
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law, majority heard it from media and local authority gathering or community meetings. Only 6
respondents (all from Gakenke) reported to have heard it from anti GBV committees.
Table 13. Source of Knowledge on GBV Laws

Source of
Knowledge
about GBV
laws

DISTRICT
Gakenke
Gatsibo
34.10%
21.10%
58.50%
73.70%

Community Meetings
Media
Local Authority Gatherings

Non Gov’t Actors training
Anti GBV committees
Total Number of respondents

41.50%

47.40%

26.80%
14.60%
41

15.80%
0.00%
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3.7.6. Change in Capacity and functioning of anti GBV Committees

The Anti-GBV National Policy and Strategy established anti GBV committees at district, sector,
cell and village levels. These committees are expected to play a major role in the implementation
of international commitments to end GBV. These committees should therefore exist in all
villages, cells and sectors of the country. Majority of the respondents (94.7%) have ever heard
about the anti-GBV committees in their sector. Asked about their performance, 93% of those
that have ever heard about them say their performance is satisfactory. Only one respondent said
their performance was poor.
Table 14.Knowledge and rating of anti GBV Committees

Frequency
Ever heard of the anti-GBV
committees in your sector

How do you rate the performance
of anti-GBV committees

Yes
No
Total
Excellent
Satisfactory
Poor
Total

%
71
4
75
4
66
1
71

94.7
5.3
100
5.6
93
1.4
100

To vitalize the performance of anti GBV committees, one out of four respondents recommend
that training them on GBV laws and policies as well as raising community awareness about their
existence can further improve their performance. Other suggestions were mainly surrounding
behaviours of anti GBV committee members individually with in their localities.
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Table 15. Suggestions for revitalizing ant- GBV committees

Frequency

What do you think can
be done to revitalize
anti-GBV committees

Training them on the laws and
policies on GBV in Rwanda
Availing incentives in order to
encourage them
Raising awareness on their
existence at the community
level
Other
Total

Percent

17

25%

1

2%

2

3%

48
68

71%
100

3.7.7Accountability

a. Knowledge of authorities involved in fighting against GBV in districts.
All the participants interviewed agreed to know authorities that are involved in fighting against
GBV their districts. When asked to name these authorities, all participants were able to name at
least one. The most common named authorities are local leaders and Police. Only three (3)
respondents also named national women’s council, health facilities and anti GBV committees.
Respondents also demonstrated understanding of the role of these authorities. The main named
roles were raising awareness about GBV, Prevention of GBV and supporting and sheltering
GBV victims.
According to the final narrative report for the project, action plans for addressing GBV issues
that have been identified through community scorecard meetings were established between
citizens and service providers. The most commonly issues that were raised in most of targeted
villages during scorecard sessions are12:
- Selfishness of men on property
- Betting and injury
- Forced sex and rape
- Conflicts in families caused by a number of factors.
- Disabled people are not given care and services needed
- Drugs and alcohol
- Unequal treatment of children in the families
The data from interviewees confirmed this, where majority of respondents (85.3%) agreed the
relevant institutions responded to all identified GBV issues by the Community Scorecard. For

12

UA final report 2015
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those that agreed that issues were responded to, four out of five (80.6%) rate the level of
response as satisfactory and only 6% say the response was poor.
Figure 5.Rating of response to identified GBV issues by the Community Scorecard

Figure 6 local authorities are accountable to the community Citizens
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b. Accountability of local authorities to the community
The scorecard approach helped citizens to identify issues affecting their community, understand
causes and consequences of GBV and also oriented citizens to appropriate authorities to address
specific issues in the community.
The Executive Secretary of Kivuruga sector, in Gakenke District said,
“Members of one cell demanded in their community meeting, their executive secretary that was
residing in another cell to move to the cell he was leading in order to know and understand their
issues properly”. This was an example of the empowered citizens as results of score card
process.
A survey of citizens about accountability showed that more than two thirds of respondents
(69.3%) rated their local authorities’ accountability as satisfactory. Only 10.7% rated the
accountability as excellent.
Figure 7.Rating of accountability of local authorities to the community

The project built capacity of community animators that facilitated community score card process
in the villages. These community animators played key roles in raising community awareness
about GBV. Key points came in from focus group discussions:
a. Citizens are able to request for quality services as well as raise their concerns. Authorities
are therefore able to provide quality services that meet citizen’s expectations.
b. Relationship between police and community developed. The population feels free to seek
services from the police as well as complaining when they do not get good quality
services. This relationship increased the reporting rate of GBV cases
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c. Citizens that participated in project activities are more aware about the issue affecting
their community and also have the capacity to voice their issues. This is attributed to the
scorecard processes.
d. During community meeting, community services (umuganda) or visits of authorities,
citizens freely express their opinions and asks important questions about issues affecting
them. Health centers have suggestion boxes where citizens may put their suggestions or
questions and every month, a staff from health centres and Sector administration sector
access and share with discipline committee. This has helped to improve service and also
helped health facilities know what citizens need.
e. Citizens are now fully aware of their rights. For example one local leader had this to say.
“During annual open days, citizens challenge us about plans we have for the sector and
strategies we are using to implement the plans”.

4. Challenges faced by the project
a. The missed opportunity of including Gender and GBV issues in sector planning and
district development plan led to some local leaders at sector and village levels not taking
GBV as a priority.
b. Members of Anti GBV committees have other duties that occupy most of the time. For
example executive secretaries of cells have many demanding issues that they participate
rarely in the anti GBV committees. Also the anti-GBV committees have no budgets and
action plans.
c. The voluntary nature of anti GBV committee members makes dedicated participation in
the committees a challenge. With competing priorities, participation in activities for the
Anti GBV committees became less of a priority.
d. Capacity building on implementation, monitoring and reporting systems on regional and
international commitments was not achieved. The CSO network secretariat was not
established during the project lifespan. CARE continued to provide the role of the
secretariat, mainly as an agency that facilitated the formation of the network, which also
had in house expertise to perform this function. Also the CSO Network did not have
means to support members to implement international commitments. Except Haguruka
and Rwanda Women Network, it was not easy for other CSO network members to
implement any activity related to these international instruments. As a result, CSO
networks remained weak.
e. The project had duration of two years and some of the expected results could not be
achieved in such a short time. The project delayed in the start up, district authorities were
not well aware and had limited involvement in oversight and monitoring project
implementation.
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5. Best practices, Impact, Sustainability and lessons learnt
5.1 Best Practices
a) Developped an approach of involving community animators in the implementation of
the project for sustaining the project achievements after the project
b) Creation of Community Animators savings group for generating revenues. This is aimed
at enabling them to meet, share, refer GBV cases and orientation as well as visit GBV
victims . This will ensure that community animators remain motivated to do their work
while their living conditions are also improved.
c) Creation of the CSO network against GBV. The project facilitated formation of the CSO
network that brought synergy among the Civil Society Organizations for the purpose of
implementing, monitoring, advocating for and reporting on international commitments.
The CSO network continued to function after the end of the project. In the exit and
sustainability strategy of the UA project “Profemmes/ Twese Hamwe” agreed to take the
lead under CARE support to work as a secretariat. This is because PRO-FEMMES was
used to coordinate another similar coalition around GBV where most of the CSO
members were active. The memorandum of understanding between CARE and Profemmes Twese Hamwe was signed and states roles and responsibilities of each of the
parties.
d) The project introduced the Community Score Card approach in 105 villages that the
project worked in. The Score Card approach is made up of 10 steps, the last step being
development of the Joint Action Plan. At the end of the project, 105 Joint Action plans
for addressing GBV issues that were identified from CSC processes were developed.
Also the dialgoue that happened during the CSC sessions improved accountability of
local leaders to their citizens and also improved dialogue between community members
and also between community members and their leaders. The community score card tool
helped to track GBV issues as well as identify, analyze and hold leaders accountable. It
was a great tool welcomed by community members.
5.2 Impact
a) The project built capacity of anti GBV committes and this led to increased confidence of
community members in them. This facilitated their various roles in the community like
acompanying GBV victims to service providers and also addressing GBV issues with in
their communities.
b) CSO Network through advocacy, demonstrated importance of the national plan for 1325,
MIGEPROF with support from CARE is now developing a new 5 year UNSCR 1325
national action plan.
c) The CSO network produced a highlevel report on the progress of the implementation of
the Kampala Declaration. This report was shared with ICGLR. It will also form part of
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d)

e)

f)

g)

the national progress report to the ICGLR . This report is also a reference document for
regional women umbrella organization (COCAFEM GL).
Members of the CSO newtorks have all developed their workplans integrating UNSCR
1325 and Kampala Declaration on SGBV. They are currently mobilizing resources to
implement related activities.
With capacity built in policy analysis and advocacy, the CSO networks are continously
advocating for inclusion of GBV issues in district development plans. This is being done
in the 5 districts ( Kicukiro, Kayonza, Burera, Huye, Nyabihu).
Although the project did not succeed in developing the GBVMIS, it facilitated
discussions that led to the MOU between CARE and several government institutions like
GMO and MIGEPROF. The MOU between CARE and GMO clearly sets out
commitments for each party to support the establishment of a harmonised GBVMIS. The
provisions in different MoUs signed served as the basis to influence the implementation
of the MIS (Management Information System) in relation to gender and GBV indicators
and targets.
Some local authorities have changed their mindset on the issue of GBV and now they
consider GBV as developmental, health and security isssues. Use of couples who have
been through GBV as role models has helped in solving many problems within their
respective communities. The work started by the project will continue to be advocated for
by local leaders that have already seen the effect of addressing GBV issues is having in
their communities. Remarks and testimonies from beneficiaries demonstrates the impact
the project had in the community. For example in Gakenke District.

A few testimonies to demonstrate the impact of the project:
The Executive Secretary of Kivuruga Sector Mr. Kalisa Justin said after the “Media Day” that:
“The trainings for our people including myself got from Haguruka and CARE on GBV and
related matters are having a positive impact on our people. We hope to have a number of GBV
cases reduced and women ready to talk about GBV issues that they are facing. The big challenge
we have is related to cultural norms but we won’t give up”13.
To add to the words of this local leader, one resident in the same sector, Mr. Hagumimana had
this personal testimony.
“I was a bad man, beating my wife, locking her outside the door during the night together with
all kids, I can remember once she was pregnant and I bit her until she aborts. She could not have
a say on anything at home, everything used to belong to me. After Haguruka focal point came to
my house and explained about sexual gender violence and what the consequences are, now I no

13

Annual Report of Umugore Arumvwa project, May 15th 2014 page 15.
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longer beat my wife nor leave her outside the door, thanks to Umugore Arumvwa project. I wish
you teach other men who behave the way I used to do” 14
5.3 Sustainability of the project
In order to sustain the achievements Care International Rwanda signed the Memorandum of
Understand with Gender Monitoring Office (GMO) to institutionalize gender based violence
interventions and indicators.
The umbrella of civil society network also is a strategy to sustain the achievements and
guaranteeing continuation of activities supporting implementation of international instruments
and national laws to fight against gender based violence.
The CSO network will also continue to advocate for the inclusion of GBV indicators into district
development plans and annual Imihigo. With members of the CSO network part of the JADF,
this will sustain the visibility of GBV issues as well continued monitoring of implementation of
the international commitments.
Community animators were facilitated to form a savings groups. Creation of these groups aimed
at generating revenues, enabling them to meeting regulary, sharing GBV cases and orientation
as well as for visiting GBV victims. The community animators will remain motivated to do their
work while their living conditions are also improved.
a) Financial Sustainability
Financial sustainability of the project was planned to be ensured by fundraising for follow-up
activities by CARE, partners and formalized CSO network. At the time of evaluation, the CSO
network had not conducted any fundraising activities. Also CARE had not secured funding for
the follow up on activities. The project was built on utilizing existing (grassroots) structures
established according to the Government of Rwanda policies and function on a voluntarily basis
(e.g. Anti-GBV Committees).
This guarantees that these structures continue to fight against GBV after (financial) inputs from
the project have come to an end. These were formed before the project started and benefited
from the capacity building done by the project. They are expected to perform better but
contribution from and attribution to the project activities will have to be documented in future
studies and evaluations.
b) Institutional sustainability
On the side of civil society: most of the targeted organizations will continue to be engaged in
advocacy for women’s rights and fighting GBV, as this is part of their being reason “raison
d’être”. During the project life, CSO capacity building on specific skills especially awareness
was conducted. The CSOs targeted were already working in the field of Gender and GBV related
issues. After the end of the project, the CSO were expected to be capable of designing,
implementing and evaluating similar projects on their own. This could not be evaluated and
14
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monitoring data could not point to achievement of this. Analysis of this CSO capacity in future
may bring some picture about this achievement.
c) Policy sustainability
The policy sustainability of project’s achievement was expected to be ensured through inclusion
of GBV indicators in DDPs and Imihigo performance contracts. This however could not happen
as the project started after all the districts in which it was working had already developed their 5
year plans, from which annual Imihigo and work plans are drawn. GBV indicators are not in the
DDPs and will not happen until the districts do their Mid-term review of their DDPs, a period
that will happen after the project has closed.
The districts however will continue to implement government’s efforts on women’s rights and
Gender Based Violence. The project also supported the implementation of the existing laws and
policies.
The project increased awareness of these laws and GBV victims are expected to continue to
receive services at all levels of referral system – community, law enforcers and health facilities.
The failure to include GBV indicators in the DDP will therefore not impact the policy
sustainability of the anti GBV initiatives in the districts.
Also a Memorandum of Understanding was signed between CARE International Rwanda and
stakeholders namely umbrella ProFemmes TweseHamwe and National Women Council.
The umbrella of civil society network also is a strategy to sustain the achievements and
guaranteeing continuation of activities supporting implementation of international instruments
and national laws to fight against gender based violence. The creation of Community Animators
and the improved performance as well as community rating of anti GBV committees is also an
important sustainability strategy at the community level.
5.4 Innovations
Community score card tool to track GBV issues as well as identify, analyze and hold leaders
accountable. It was a great tool welcomed by community members.
Integration of GBV issues into the “Umugoroba w’ababyeyi” led to increased participation of
couples and reached many people. This will also ensure that anti GBV campaigns are sustained
at village levels.
5.5 Lessons learnt
 GBV issues are persistent issues affecting the community that need multi-sectoral
response. The continued networking of community initiatives, service providers and local
authorities is key for the success;
 The design of the projects to influence district plans should be given longer time. This is
because advocacy takes time and there are many stakeholders involved. Activities and
interventions not identified and integrated into the DDP are difficult to include in the
annual work plans.
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Local leaders are a focus for very many interventions and may not have time for
everything.
The community Score Card process is an important and innovative tool which helped to
improve dialogue between citizens and authorities and identify issues faced by the
communities.

6. Recommendations














Change in GBV from the most violent to the “silent” forms will cause a challenge. These
end up not reported through various mechanisms. There is likelihood of concluding that
GBV has declined when actually it has changed forms. Mechanisms to address the
economic and psychological forms of GBV should be developed and implemented.
Future similar projects should put emphasis on interventions aimed at addressing these
“silent” forms of violence.
There is need to conduct further research and analysis on the dynamics of change in the
types of GBV and contributing factors. There is remarked decrease in the sexual and
physical violence while there is increase in economic and psychological violence.
CARE in Rwanda should work with the Ministry of Gender and Family Promotion and
request Ministry of Local Government (MINALOC) to develop guidelines for districts to
integrate GBV indicators within district development plans, annual work plans and
Imihigo. This will ensure that all local authorities and stakeholders keep gender related
issues in the plans.
Knowledge about the international instruments at local level is still low. The Kampala
declaration, Universal Periodic Review and UNSCR1325 are not well understood by
opinion leaders and key staff at district and sector levels. These international
commitments are implemented through national laws and policies. Therefore the
emphasis should be on ensuring that national laws and policies reflect principles and
content of these instruments.
There is a high need of trainings and awareness raising in general and in particular for
women mostly those at the grassroots on women’s rights on succession and other related
laws. It came from the survey that women are not aware of the national laws on
prevention of GBV.
Development partners and local leaders should consider in their plans, how to integrate
these local initiatives e.g. umugoroba w’ababyeyi, Ijisho ry’umuturanyi, Anti-GBV
committees that are voluntary.
Regular trainings for local leaders, opinion leaders and civil society organizations on
emerging GBV issues.
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Annexes
Annex 1. Terms of Reference for the endline Evaluation
End line evaluation: UMUGORE ARUMVWA < A WOMAN IS LISTENED TO> Project
===================================================================
I.

Project background

Since April 2013 CARE Nederland through CARE Rwanda, has been implementing a project
called "Umugore Arumvwa"- A Woman is listened To - which has as objective to contribute to
the efforts by the Government and other CSOs in prevention and fighting against Gender Based
Violence. This project is being possible thanks to European Commission (EC) funding via the
Ministry of Economic and Planning in Rwanda and is being implemented through partners
Rwanda Women Network in Gatsibo and Haguruka NGO in Gakenke.
The overall objective of the Umugore Arumvwa project is to strengthen the voice of citizens
and civil society networks and the accountability of responsible authorities in preventing Sexual
and Gender Based Violence (SGBV) in Rwanda.
Specifically, the project aims to support and ensure the implementation of international
commitments to end GBV ratified by the Government of Rwanda, including those to the
International Conference of the Great Lakes Region (ICGLR), the UN Universal Periodic
Review (UPR), and the UNSCR 1325 National Action Plan.
The project has 3 Expected Results to achieve its objectives:
ER1: Duty bearers and responsible authorities have increased capacity to implement
international commitments. At least 75% of trained duty bearers have shown an increased
score on the capacity assessment tool by the end of the project. In order to increase local
authorities’ accountability, at least one GBV indicator will be included in the Gatsibo and
Gakenke 5-year DDPs and annual Imihigo performance contracts15. Again at least 70% of the
targeted service users who report an increased satisfaction with GBV services offered by service
providers in Gakenke and Gatsibo districts by the end of the project.
ER2: Civil Society stakeholders have increased capacity to effectively monitor the
implementation of these commitments. At least 90% of the CSO Network members working
on GBV have had at least one staff trained on the monitoring and reporting of the
implementation of international commitments on GBV by the end of year one, and at least 75%
of targeted CSO Network members who participated in trainings have increased their knowledge
on monitoring and reporting the implementation of international commitments on GBV by the
end of the project.
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ER3: Civil Society stakeholders and communities have increased capacity to advocate
effectively for action where those commitments are not being met. At least 90% of the CSO
Network members will demonstrate an increase in knowledge and skills on policy analysis and
advocacy by the end of the project;
The 2 year project has been addressing gaps linked to the fight against GBV in Rwanda
indirectly improving protection and service delivery to 2 million women and girls at risk of
GBV, and directly improving the situation of the beneficiaries in the target communities in the
two districts who were reached through the CSC and other interventions.
II.

Consultancy Objectives

Under these specific terms of reference (TORs), CARE Rwanda in close collaboration with
CARE Nederland are planning to undertake afinal project evaluation, including a survey, to
evaluate the effectiveness, efficiency, impact and sustainability of the project after two years of
implementation.
The objectives of this end line will include:
 Assess the actual level of achievement against each of the log frame indicators using
different tools and methods including qualitative and quantitative methods against the
baseline data, the national socio-economic metrics and DHS
 Document lessons learned and provide recommendations on how to use generated
findings and knowledge in programme development and improvement of existing
interventions, as well as recommend on scaling-up of the project.
 Document the CSOs achievements in the implementation of international commitments
to end GBV ratified by the government of Rwanda including the UPR, ICGLR Kampala
Declaration and UNRSC 1325.
The results will be shared with all relevant stakeholders at village, cell, sector, district and
national levels. The end line will be guided by the project log-frame, EU regulations and CARE
Nederland baseline guidelines.
III.

Scope of the work

In general, the end line evaluation will assess how the different aspects of the project worked and
how they contributed to the expected results as set out in the project documents. The end line
will assess the achievements registered compared to the baseline data and provide answers the
question to what extent the overall project goal was realised.
The methodology for this end evaluation will be guided by the methodology used in the baseline
study. The consultant will outline in the inception report the exact methodology and tools that
will be used to achieve the intended results, ensuring to use the Project logframe as guiding
document.
Obligatory components in the evaluation are:
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Evaluate the progress and achievements made versus the baseline study on the following
components:
1. Change in number, causes and types of GBV in Gakenke and Gatsibo Districts and
follow up after reporting, compared to the baseline study;
2. Change in the understanding, knowledge and implementation of international
commitments related to GBV;
3. Change in the understanding, knowledge and implementation of the National GBV law
and policies related to GBV;
4. Change in the capacity and functioning of anti-GBV committees.
Furthermore the evaluation has to provide answer to the following questions
5. Assess the application of the delivery model used by the project and formulate
recommendations to guide future adaptation and scale up of the delivery model;
6. Identify and document best practices, lessons learnt, challenges faced by the project team
and beneficiaries and successes realized by the project;
IV.
i.

ii.
iii.

Deliverables/Outputs
Inception report detailing methodology to be used, timeline and approach. The
inception must be approved by CARE before the consultant proceeds with the survey
in the field
Draft project evaluation report and presentation of the findings to both CARE and
partners staff for validation
Final report of the end line (quantitative & qualitative) integrating all comments as
per the following structure: Cover page with logos (EU and CARE), table of contents,
list of acronyms, executive summary, project introduction/ background, methodology,
key findings per result area and per indicator, unexpected outcomes being positives or
negatives, best practices, lessons learned s, conclusion and recommendations,
annexes (Tools, References, Logical Framework, Lists of persons/organizations
consulted and their titles, Other technical annexes if relevant). The report itself should
not exceed 20 pages (excluding annexes).

iv.

The short report of about 30 pages in the normal format on the role of the CSOs in the
implementation of the international commitments to end GBV.

v.

Raw data (data base) provision for records

The consultant will be responsible for all aspects of the review, including sampling, designing
data collection tools, coordinating data collection in the field, ensuring quality of data, analyzing
quantitative and qualitative data.
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Note: The work will be reported ONLY in English language
V.

Consultant Profile













VI.

Masters degree in gender studies, development studies, sociology and public health
Proven experience in quantitative and qualitative data collection and analysis;
Knowledge and understanding of gender and GBV issues in the context of Rwanda;
Proven experience in the design and implementation of project baseline and, end line
evaluations and needs assessments, specifically within the context of community-based
interventions;
Familiar with the work of CSOs in the prevention and response of GBV related issues
Knowledge of the Community Score Card methodology (CSC),
Proven experience in the successful design and implementation of participatory
evaluation tools (qualitative and quantitative), in the context of GBV-specific
community-based projects;
Proficiency in written and spoken English HIGH required;
Excellent writing skills and demonstrated skills in report writing;
Ability to meet deadlines;
Strong group facilitation skills
Demonstrated experience in the training of qualitative and quantitative data collectors
Timeframe

The consultancy will be carried out for a period of 25 working days from the time the contract is
signed preferably starting on 15th June 2015. Consultant Professional Service Fees will be
subject to 15% taxation. The table below shows the proposed timelines for different activities
(Reasonable changes could be proposed in the inception report with prior approval by CARE
before implementation):
Activities
No of days Dates
3
Inception phase
From
15th
1. Review of the relevant project documents (proposal, project
to 17th June
logical framework and M&E plan, etc) and other secondary
data such as annual reports, independent studies, etc
2. Develop and finalise the inception report including the
methodology, evaluation work plan and data collection tools
for the review
7
Field phase: Primary data collection
From 18th to
1. Conduct the field pre-test of the data collection tools
26th June
2. Review of data collection tools after pre-testing
3. Train the enumerators on the use of data collection tools
4. Collect data in both Gakenke and Gatsibo
5. Ensure quality of data collected by coordinating well field data
collection, conducting proper supervision of data collection
and providing right time technical assistance to enumerators
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5
Synthesis phase
1. Perform the data entry and cleaning
2. Conduct data analysis
3. Produce and present the draft report for comments and
validation to CARE international
4. Finalize the report after incorporating comments received from
the client
Data collection for the role of the CSOs in the implementation 10
of the international commitments to end GVB ratified by
Rwanda and make a short report apart from the endline
report.
Total
25
VII.


VIII.

From 2nd to
8th July

From 9th to
22nd July

Payment schedule
The consultant shall be paid upon completion of the task given to him/her according to
CARE policy and procedures.
Reporting

Though this task will engage in one or another way the UA project manager and the two
partners’ staff together with the leadership where needed, the consultant will report directly to
CARE Rwanda Research and Analysis Manager
Done at Kigali, May 2015
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Annex 2. Data collection tools
Survey questionnaire
CARE INTERNATIONAL IN RWANDA
UMUGORE ARUMVWA PROJECT ENDLINE EVALUATION
SURVEY QUESTIONNAIRE
ENUMERATORS TO INTRODUCE THEMSELVES TO VSL GROUP/RESPONDENT
Hello! My name is _____________________________ I work for CARE International in Rwanda and I
am here to assess the impact of Umugore Arumvwa Project in your community after two years of
implementation . We need to speak to a random selection of community members who were exposed to
Umugore Arumvwa Project to get an understanding of the effects of the project interventions.
I have a questionnaire that will take about 40 minutes to complete and will ask you a number of questions
about GBV.
We will ask you a series of questions, to which there are no right or wrong answers, we just want you to
share your honest views with us.
Emphasize the fact that you are here just to learn. Not to give out any help or other project activities.
ENUMERATOR: Read before starting the interview:
The information provided by the respondent will be treated confidentially and will not be disclosed to any
third party. The information is collected for the sole purpose of research to establish the effects of
Umugore Arumvwa project. We ask you to feel free to give frank and honest answers without fear of
persecution or disclosure. Researchers are only interested in the analysis of all the information gathered
and not that of individual information.
Target group: Women, Youth, men, people with disabilities and Couples.
The total number will be 100 respondents in both districts.

Name of the Interviewer
Amazina y’ubaza

____________________________________
______________
Questionaire Number
Nimero z’ifishi y’ibibazo

Interviewer
Code
Umubare
uranga ubazwa

Date
Itariki

|___|___|

|___|___|/|___|___|/|___|___|___|___|

|___|___|___|

District (Name & Code)
Akarere n’umubare uranga akarere

|___|
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Sector (Name & Code)
Umurenge n’umubare uranga umurenge
Cell (Name & Code)
Akagari n’umubare uranga akagari
Village (Name & Code)
Umudugudu n’umubare uranga umudugudu

|___|___|
|___|___|___|
|___|___|___|

Names of the respondent:
Izina ry’ubazwa
Telephone number :
Telefoni
Start Time/Isaha ikiganiro gitangiriyeho:
SOCIO- DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENT
Q.1 Age/Imyaka: |___|___|
Q.2 Gender/Igitsina
1.Male/ Gabo
2.Female/Gore
Q.3 Marital status:/Irangamimerere
1. Single/ Ingaragu
2. Married/Arubatse
3. Divorced/separated /yaratanye
4. Widow/Umupfakazi
Q.4 Occupation/Icyo akora
1. Unemployed /Nta kazi
2. Farmer/Umuhinzi-mworozi
3. Income Generating Activity-Trade/ Umucuruzi
4. Employed/Local government/Umukozi wa Leta
5. Employed/CSO or NGO/ Umukozi utari uwa leta
6. Other (specify)/ Ibindi (Sobanura)
Q.5 Education level /Amashuri
1. Did not attend school/Ntiyigeze ajya mw’ishuri
2. Adult literacy education/ Abiga bakuze
3. Did not complete primary school/Ntiyarangije amashuri abanza
4. Primary school only/ Yize amashuri abanza gusa
5. Vocational training/ Yize amashuri y’imyuga
6. Did not complete secondary school/Ntiyarangije amashuri yisumbuye
7. Secondary school only/ Yarangije amashuri yisumbuye gusa
8. University/ Yize kaminuza
SITUATION OF GENDER BASED VIOLENCE WITHIN YOUR DISTRICT
Q.6 List any case of violence that you consider part of the GBV(gender related)
Watubwira ibikorwa by’ihohoterwa ufata nk’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina ?
1.
2.
3.
4.
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Q.7 List any case of violence that you consider part of the sexual violence(sex related)
Watubwira ibikorwa by’ihohoterwa ufata nk’ihohoterwa rikorerwa ku gitsina?
1.
2.
3.
4.
Q.8 Do you think there are cases of GBV in your area? If no, Skip to Q.21
Uratekereza ko hari ibikorwa by’ ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina riboneka muri aka gace mutuyemo?
1. Yes / Yego
2. No/ Oya Niba ari oya jya ku kibazo cya 21
3. Don’t know/ Ntabyo nzi
Q.9 How prevalent do you think there are?
Niba ari yego ubona ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina riri ku ntera ingana ite aho mutuye?
1. Very prevalent/ Riri hejuru cyane
2. Plevalent/ riri hejuru
3. Isolated problem/ Ni kibazo kitagaragara cyane
4. Not prevalent/Ntarihari
5. Don’t know/ Nta byo nzi
Q.10 In your opinion, what are the dominant types of SGBV? Don’t read the answers. Please circle the
right answer
Kuri wowe ni ubuhe bwoko bw’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina n’irikorerwa ku gitsina ryiganje muri
aka karere? Ntusome ibisubizo. Ushyire uruziga ku gisubizo aguhaye kandi ibisubizo byinshi biremewe
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Beating/ Kugubitwa
Rape/sexual harassment/ Gufatwa ku ngufu
Insult and intimidation/ Gutukwa no guterwa ubwoba
Resource deprivation/Kubuzwa uburenganzira ku mutungo
Restrictions/denial of freedom of movement/ Kubuzwa ubwizanzure bwo kugenda no gukora
ibyo ushaka
Early/forced marriage/ Gushyingirwa imbura gihe cyangwa guhatirwa gushyingirwa
Polygamy/ Ubuharike
Polyandry/ Kugira abagabo benshi
Other(speficify)/ Ibindi (Sobanura)
Don’t know/ Ntabyo nzi

Q.11 Of all the above types of violence, which ones do you think are the most frequent (list up to four)?
Muri ayo moko yose yihohoterwa uratekerezako ari ayahe moko yiganje aho mutuye? Uduhe urutonde
ugera ku moko ane uzirikana ubukana bwaryo?
1.
2.
3.
4.
Q. 12 How do you rate the level of the following GBV forms in your sector? Read the answers
Watubwira urugero rwa buri cyiciro cy’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina mu murenge wanyu?
Soma ibisubizo
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1.Physical violence
Ihohoterwa rikorewe ku mubiri

1. Very high /riri hejuru cyane
2. High /ririhejuru
3. Medium/ntibikabije
4. Low /riri hasi
5. Doesn’t know /Nta byo nzi
6. Does not exist /Ntarihari
1. Very high /riri hejuru cyane
2. High /ririhejuru
3. Medium/ntibikabije
4. Low /riri hasi
5. Doesn’t know /Nta byo nzi
6. Does not exist /Ntarihari
1. Very high /riri hejuru cyane
2. High /ririhejuru
3. Medium/ntibikabije
4. Low /riri hasi
5. Doesn’t know /Nta byo nzi
6. Does not exist /Ntarihari
1. Very high /riri hejuru cyane
2. High /ririhejuru
3. Medium/ntibikabije
4. Low /riri hasi
5. Doesn’t know /Nta byo nzi
6. Does not exist /Ntarihari

2.Sexual violence /
Ihohoterwa rikorewe ku gitsina

3.Economic violence
Ihohoterwa rishingiye ku mutungo

Psychological violence
Ihohoterwa rikorewe mu mitekerereze/ku mutima

Q.13 In your understanding, what are the the major causes and factors of SGBV in your community?
Read the answers. Circle the right answer
Mu mwumvire yawe wumva ari zihe mpamvu nyamukuru n’intandaro zihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina
n’irikorewe ku gitsina? Soma ibisubizo
1. Limited knowledge of rights and laws against GBV
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
Ubumenyi buke ku burenganzira n’amategeko arwanya 2. Important / Nibyo
ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
2. Cultural based domination of males on females
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
Umuco uha abagabo gutegeka abagore babo
2. Important / Nibyo
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
3.Economic dependence of females on males
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
Abagore bashingira imibereho yabo ku mutungo w’abagabo 2. Important / Nibyo
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
4. Social (cultural based) tolerance of GBV
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
Umuco wihanganira ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina
2. Important / Nibyo
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
5 The privacy nature of this crime
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
Kugira ibanga ry’icy’icyaha
2. Important / Nibyo
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
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6. Low reporting of SGBV cases
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
Kumenyekanisha gacye ibibazo by’ihohoterwa rishingiye 2. Important / Nibyo
ku gitsina n’irikorerwa ku gitsina
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
7.Drunkenness/ Ubusinzi
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
2. Important / Nibyo
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
8.drug abuse/Ibiyobyabwenge
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
2. Important / Nibyo
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
9. Other (specify)/ Ibindi(sobanura)
1. Very important /Nibyo cyane
2. Important / Nibyo
3. Less important /ni byo gacye
4. Not important /Sibyo
Q.14 How do GBV victims react to the act of GBV they suffer from? Do not read the answers
N’iki abakorewe ihohoterwa bakora bamaze guhohoterwa? Ntusome ibisubizo kandi ibisubizo byinshi
birashoboka
1= Denounce it to the police station / Ajya kubivuga kuri polisi
2=Report it to local leaders / Ajya kubivuga ku bayobozi b’ibanze
3= Inform relatives/husbands/friends / Abimenyesha abavandimwe / inshuti
4= Go to hospital/health centre / Ajya ku bitaro / Ikigo nderabuzima
5= Forward the case to the Ombudsman Office / Abijyana ku muvunyi
6= Report it to MAJ officer / Abijyana ku nzu y’ubufasha mu by’amategeko/MAJ
7= Report it to anti-GBV committee members / Ajya kubivuga muri komite irwanya ihohoterwa
8= Report it to an NGO /Ajya kubivuga mu miryango itegamiye kuri Leta
9= Do nothing (skip toQ18) / Nta cyo babikoraho(Jya ku kibazo cya 18 )
10= Other (specify) / Ibindi (sobanura)

Q.15 What services are given to GBV victims following their denunciation/reporting? Do not read the
answers/
Ni izihe serivisi cyangwa ubufasha buhabwa abahohotewe nyuma yo kubivuga? Ntusome ibisubizo
1= Receive health care /ubufasha mu buvuzi
2= Receive psychosocial support/Ubujyanama
3= Receive legal aid /Ubufasha mu mategeko
4= Counselling/guhabwa inama
5= Rehabilitation by local authorities/Gusubizwa mu buzima busanzwe n’abayobozi b’ibanze
6= Information about the referral process/Guhabwa amakuru yaho yakwoherezwa
7= Nothing /Ntacyo
8= Other (specify)/Ibindi(sobanura)
9= Don’t know/Ntabyo nzi

Q.16 If GBV victims denounced GBV cases, what was the result of their denunciation? Do not read the
answers/
Abahohotewe bagatanga amakuru mwaba muzi ibisubizo bahawe nyuma yo kuvuga ibikorwa
by’ihoteterwa bakorewe? Ntusome ibisubizo
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1=The perpetrator was punished/Uwakoze icyaha yarahanwe
2=Families went through a mediation process/abo mu muryango babijyanye mu bunzi/kumvikana
3= Nothing /Nta cyakozwe
4= Don’t know / Ntacyo mbiziho
Q.17 List any actors from both the government and non- government actors that provide services in case
of SGBV in your community?
Watanga urutonde rw’inzego zifasha abahohotewe bo mu nzego za Leta n’izi miryango itari iya leta?
1.
2.
3.
Q.18 How much does it take to provide a service to GBV victims? Do not read the answers
Uwahohotewe ahabwa serivisi mu gihe kingana gute? Wisoma ibisubizo
1= The same day / uwo munsi
2= The same week /icyo cyumweru
3= The same month / uko kwezi
4= Other (specify) / ibindi (bisobanure)
5= Don’t know?Ntabyo nzi
Q.19 Do you think GBV victims are satisfied with the services they receive?
Uratekereza ko abahohotewe bishimira serivisi bahabwa ?
1= Very satisfied /baranyuzwe cyane
2= Satisfied / Baranyuzwe
3=Not satisfied(probe to understand why)/ntibanyuzwe(sobanura)………………………………
4= Disappointed (probe to understand why)/barumiwe(sobanura)....... ……………………………
Q.20 Do you think there have been improvements in services that are given to GVB victims?
Uratekereza ko hari impinduka nziza mu guha serivisi cyangwa gufasha abahohotewe?
1.Yes /Yego
2.No / oya
3. Don’t know/Ntabyo nzi
If yes, Explain/Niba ari yego sobanura ........................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................
Q.21 How do people perceive GBV cases in your area? Do not read the answers
Abaturage bafata gute ikibazo cy’ihohoterwa muri aka gace mutuyemo? Ntusome ibisubizo
1= Serious abuse/terrible / Birakabije /biratangaje
2= Common practice / Ni ibintu bisanzwe
3= Strange/surprised / Biratunguranye / ni nzaduka
4= Other (specify) / Ibindi (Sobanura)..................................
Q. 22 Do you think there are victims who do not denounce GBV cases?
Uratekereza ko hari abahohoterwa ntibabivuge?
1. Yes/Yego
2 .No/oya
3. Don’t know/ntabyo nzi
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Q.23 If yes, what are the reasons of their silence?
Niba ari yego uratekereza ko ari zihe mpamvu zituma batabivuga?
1= Dependence on the perpetrator / kubera gutungwa nuwamuhohoteye
2= Ignorance of institution to report to / kudasobanukirwa naho ashobora gutanga amakuru
3= Ignorance of the referral process/ Kutamenya aho yajyana ikibazo naho yakirirwa
4= Fear of stigma / Gutinya ko bizamenyekana agahezwa
5= Arrangement between the families / ubwumvikane bw’imiryango
6= Expensive nature of the process of denunciation/uburyo bwo kumenyekanisha ikibazo burahenda
7= Lack of evidence / kutagira ibimenyetso bihagije
8= Feeling that denunciation will change nothing (probe to understand the reason why)/ Kumva ko
kubivuga ntacyo bitanga kandi ntacyo bihindura(sobanuza)……………………………...
9= Other (specify)/ ibindi (sobanura)…………………………………………………………………
Q.24 What are the consequences of GBV that occur in your area?
Ni izihe ngaruka zigaragara z’ihohoterwa mu gace utuyemo?
1= Death/ urupfu
2= Loss of body parts / gutakaza ibice by’umubiri
3= Sexually transmitted diseases including HIV / indwara zandurira mu mibonano mpuzabitsina harimo
SIDA
4= Trauma and other psychological problems / ibibazo by’ihungabana
5= Unwanted pregnancies / gutwara inda zitateganyijwe
6= Unsafe abortion / gukuramo inda mu buryo butari bwiza
7= Family conflict / amakimbirane mu miryango
8= Poor living conditions / kuba mu bukene
9= Other (specify) / ibindi (sobanura)

UMUGORE ARUMVWA PROJECT ACHIEVEMENTS

Q.25 Do you know the organizations called:
Uzi imiryango ikurikira:
1.Care International Rwanda?
Yes/ Yego or NO / Oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your area?
Niba ari yego uzi CARE kuva ryari kandi bakora iki?
………………….............................................………….……………………………………………………
2.HAGURUKA? Ubaze iki kibazo mu karere ka Gakenke gusa
Yes / Yego
No/ Oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your area?
Niba ari yego , uzi HAGURUKA kuva ryari kandi bakora iki muri uyu murenge wanyu?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
3.Rwanda Women’s Network? Ubaze iki kibazo mu karere ka Gatsibo gusa
Yes/ Yego
NO/ Oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your are
Niba ari yego , uzi Rwanda Women’s Network kuva ryari kandi bakora iki muri uyu murenge wanyu?
.........................................................................................................................................................
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Q.26 Are you aware of the project called “Umugore arumvwa”? mwaba muzi umushinga witwa Umugore
Arumvwa? Yes/ Yego
NO/ oya ujye ku kibazo cya 34
If yes, what do you know about it? Niba ari yego uwuziho iki?
……………………………….................................................................……………………………………
Q.27 If yes, is there anything you benefited from Umugore Arumvwa project ? Yes or Oya
Hari icyo umushinga umugore Arumvwa wagufashije ? Yego Oya
If yes explain ? niba ari yego sobanura?
1.......................................................................................................................................................
2. ....................................................................................................................................................
3.......................................................................................................................................................
4.......................................................................................................................................................
Q.28. Do you think that the project registered some achievements ?
Uratekereza ko umushinga hari ibikorwa by’ingezi wagezeho
1. Yes/Yego
2. No/Oya

If yes , could you please highlight key achievements from Umugore arumvwa project?
Niba ari yego watubwira ibyo umushinga umugore Arumvwa wagezeho
a) ……………………………………………………………………………………….........................
b) …………………………………………………………………………………….............................
c) …………………………………………………………………………...........................................
d) …………………………………………………………………..................................................…
e) …………………………………………………………………...............................................……

Q29. What is the innovation that Umugore arumvwa project has brought compared to other GBV
projects?
Hari agashya umushinga umugore Arumvwa waba warazanye
gatandukanye n’uburyo indi
miryango/mishinga isanzwe irwanya ihohoterwa?
Yes or No Yego Oya
If yes explain/ Niba ari yego sobanura
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Q. 30. How would you rate the level of knowledge of community citizens in term of raising their
voices on their issues to the local authorities in the context of umugore Arumvwa project? Ubona
ubumenyi bw’ abaturage buri ku ruhe rugero mu bijyanye no kuvuga icyo batekereza ku bibazo bafite
babibwira abayobozi b’inzego z’ibanze babifashijwemo n’umushinga umugore Arumvwa?
1.
2.
3.
4.

Very low/ buri hasi cyane
Low/ buri hasi
Medium/ buraringaniye
High/ buri hejuru

Q31. Would you advice that the project continues and be scaled up? Yes or NO
Kuri wowe wumva umushinga wakomeza ibikorwa byawo? Yego oya
If yes, please specify why/ Niba ari yego kubera iki , sobanura?
.........................................................................................................................................................
Q32. Would you please share with us the lessons learnt and best practices from the project? Yes or NO .
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Wadusangiza amasomo wize n’imikorere myiza wakuye muri uyu mushinga?
Yego Oya
Lessons learned/ Amasomo wize
1.
2.
3.
Best practices/ Imikorere myiza wasangiza abandi?
1.
2.
3.
Q.33 In the last two years of implementation of Umugore arumvwa project, have you observed any
changes related to GBV and prevalence of GBV cases in your community ? Yes or No
Muri iyi myaka ibiri ishize umushinga ukorera iwanyu hari impinduka wabonye aho mutuye mu bijyanye
n’ubumenyi kw’ihohoterwa n’ibyaha by’ihohoterwa? Yego Oya
If yes , what are the change observed , please explain?
Niba ari yego , ni izihe mpinduka wabonye ?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
KNOWLEDGE OF ANTI-GBV POLICIES/LAWS AND INTERNATIONAL COMMITMENTS/
UBUMENYI KUMATEGEKO ARWANYA IHOHOTERWA N’AMATEGEKO MPUZAMAHANGA
Q.34 Have you ever attended a training organized by Rwanda Women’s Network/Haguruka? Yes or
NO. Waba warigeze witabira amahugurwa yateguwe na Haguruka (muri Gakenke)/ Rwanda Women
Netowrk(muri Gatsibo)? Yego Oya
If yes , what did you learn from the training ?Niba ari yego n’ibiki mwigishijwe mu mahugurwa?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Q.35 Have you ever heard of the law on the prevention and punishment of GBV in Rwanda?
Mwaba mwarigeze mwumva itegeko rikumira kandi rihana icyaha cy’ihohoterwa mu Rwanda?
1= Yes / Yego
2= No / Oya
Q. 36 If yes, through which channel have you heard about this law?
Niba ari yego wabimenye binyujijwe mu wuhe muyoboro?
1= Community meetings / binyujijwe mu nama
2= Media / Itangaza makuru
3= Local authorities gatherings / inama z’abayobozi b’ibanze
4= Non government actors training/awareness raising sessions / amahugurwa y’imiryango itari ya leta /
ubukangura mbaga
5= Anti-GBV committees / Komite zirwanya ihohoterwa
6= Other (specify)/Ibindi (sobanura)
Q.37 List any other national laws, policies or local initiatives aimed at fighting against SGBV in
Rwanda/your district that you know
Watubwira andi mategeko y’igihugu, politiki, izindi gahunda zashizweho n’ubuyobozi bw’ibanze
bugamije kurwanya ihohoterwa mu Rwanda / mu karere waba uzi?
1.
2.
3.
Q. 38. How do you rate the implementation of those policies and laws?
Utekereza ko ayo mategeko na Politiki byaba byarashyizwe mubikorwa ku ruhe rugero?
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1= Excellent/ rushimishije cyane
2= Satisfactory / rushimishije
3= Poor/ rudashimishije
4= Not at all / rudashimishije na gato
5= Don’t know / ntabyo nzi

Q. 39. If these laws and policies are not satisfactorily implemented, what do you think are the reasons?
Niba aya mategeko na politiki bitarashyinzwe mu bikorwa ku rugero rushimishije utekereza ko byatewe
n’iki?
1= Poor reporting of cases of GBV / kubera kutamenyekanisha ibyaha by’ihohoterwa
2= Limited technical capacity of service providers / Abatanga serivisi bafite ubumenyi buke
3= Corruption involving service providers / biterwa na ruswa ihabwa abatanga serivisi
4= Preference of mediation GBV cases by involved families / bahitamo kwifashisha imiryango
bumvikana
5= Cultural tolerance of GBV / Umuco wihanganira ibyaha by’ihohoterwa
6= Lack of accountability mechanisms / Nta nzego zihari abantu bisobanuriramo
7= Other (specify) / ibindi (Sobanura)

Q.40. Have you ever heard about Kampala declaration on SBVG? Yes or No
Waba warigeze wumva itangazo rya Kampala mu kurwanya ihohoterwa? Yego Oya
If yes where did you hear it from?/ Niba ari yego, waba wararyumvise he?
........................................................................................................................................................
Niba ari Yego, ni iki waba wibuka muri iryo tangazo?..............................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Q.41 Have you ever heard about UNSCR 1325 ? Yes or No
Waba warigeze wumva umwanzuro w’umuryango w’abibumbye nimero 1325? Yego Oya
If yes where did you hear it from? Niba ari yego, waba warawumvise he?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Niba ari Yego, ni iki waba wibuka muri iryo tangazo?..............................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Q42. Have you ever heard about the UN Universal Periodic Review(UPR)?
Mwaba mwarumvise gahunda y’umuryango w’abibumbye y’isuzuma rihoraho mu kubahiriza amategeko
y’uburenganzira bw’ikiremwa-muntu rikorerwa mu bihugu bitangukanye harimo n’u Rwanda? ?Yego or
Oya
If yes where did you hear it from? Niba ari yego, waba warabyumvise he?
.........................................................................................................................................................

ANTI-GBV COMMITTEES
Q.43. Have you ever heard of the anti-GBV committees in your sector?
Waba warigeze wumva komite zirwanya ihohoterwa mu murenge wanyu?
1= Yes / Yego
2= No /Oya If no skip to Q.48
Q.44. If yes, what is their mandate? Niba ari yego ishinzwe iki?
………………………………………………………………………………………………………………
Q. 45. In your views, how do you rate the performance of anti-GBV committees?
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Ku giti cyawe wumva imikorere ya komite zirwanya ihohoterwa iri ku ruhe rugero?
1= Excellent/ byiza cyane
2= Satisfactory/Ni byiza
3= Poor/ Si byiza
4= Not at all / nta kimwe
4= Don’t know / ntabyo nzi
Q.46. If you are not satisfied with the work of the anti-GBV committees, what do you think are the
reasons for their poor performance?
Niba utaranyuzwe n’imikorere ya komite zirwanya ihohoterwa, wumva impamvu ibitera ari yihe?
Ntusome ibisubizo
1= They lack technical capacities / ubumenyi buke
2= No accountability mechanism / nta nzego zishinzwe ikurikirana
3= Limited financial and logistical means / ubushobozi buke bw’amafranga n’ibikoresho bidahagije
4= They exist just by name / zibaho ku izina gusa
5= They lack community collaboration / kudakorana neza n’abaturage
6= They are faced with cultural tolerance of GBV /umuco wihanganira ibibazo by’ihohoterwa
7= They are not known of the community members / ntabwo bazwi mu baturage
8= Other (specify)/Ibindi (sobanura)
Q.47. If you are not satisfied with the work of the anti-GBV committees, what do you think can be done
to revitalize them?
Mwumva hakorwa iki kugira ngo komite zirwanya ihohoterwa zikore neza? Ntusome ibisubizo
1= Training them on the laws and policies on GBV in Rwanda/Kubaha amahugurwa ku mategeko
2= Availing incentives in order to encourage them / Kubaha agahimbazamusyi
3= Raising awareness on their existence at the community level/Kwongera ubukangurambaga mu
baturage mu bijyanye no kumenyekanisha izo komite
4= Other (specify)/ ibindi( sobanura)
Q.48 What do you think should be done in order to reduce SGBV in your sector? (List 3 most important
measures)
Watubwira ibintu bitatu by’ingenzi byafasha mu kugabanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina
n’irikorerwa ku gitsina aho mutuye?
1…........................................................................................................................................
2….........................................................................................................................................
3….........................................................................................................................................
ACCOUNTABILITY
Q.49. Do you know some authorities involved in fighting against GBV in your district?
Yes or NO
Waba uzi abayobozi bagira uruhare mu bikorwa byo kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina mu
karere kanyu? Yego Oya
If yes, who are they? Niba ari yego, nibande?
.....................................................................................................................................................
What do they do? / Abo bayobozi bakora ibihe bikorwa byo kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina?
.........................................................................................................................................................
Q.50. Were all identified GBV issues by the Community Scorecard responded to the relevant
institutions?
Ibibazo by’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina byagaragajwe
n’uburyo bw’ikarita nsuzuma mikorere
byaba byarakemuwe ni nzego zibishinzwe?
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1. Yes/ Yego
2. No/ Oya
3. Don’t know/ Ntabwo nzi
Q.51 How would you rate the response to identified GBV issues by the Community Scorecard?
Ibisubizo ku bibazo byihohoterwa byagaragajwe n’uburyo bw’ikarita nsuzuma mikorere biri ku
kigereranyo ki ngana iki?
1= Excellent/ Byiza cyane
2= Satisfactory/ Byiza
3= Poor/ Bibi
4= Not at all / Bibi cyane
5= Don’t know / Ntabyo nzi
Q.52 Do you think the local authorities are accountable to the community Citizens? Yes or No
Muratekereza ko abayobozi bagira umwanya wo gusobanurira abaturage ibyo babakorera? Yego Oya
If yes explain more by giving exemples
Niba ari yego , sobanura mu buryo burambuye kandi wifashije ingero
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Q.53 How would you rate the accountability of local authorities to the community citizens?
Wumva uko gusobanura ibikowa kw’abayobozi imbere y’abaturage bigeze ku ruhe rugero?
1= Excellent/ Rushimishije cyane
2= Satisfactory/ Rushimishije
3= Poor/ Rudashimishije
4= Not at all / Ntibishimishije na gato
4= Don’t know / Ntabyo nzi
Q. 54. Do you have any recommendations that you like to give? Yes or NO
Hari icyifuzo waba ufite ushaka kuduha? Yego Oya
………………………………………………………………………………..................................................
Thank you for your time
Murakoze ku bitekerezo byiza n’umwanya wanyu
End time/ Isaha ushorejeho ikiganiro:
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Key Informant Interview guides

1. GUIDE

FOR KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEW AT DISTRICT LEVEL.

Target group: Vice Mayor in Charge of Social Affairs, Permanent Secretary of JADF,
Director of Planning/Plannig Officer, MAJ officer, Rwanda National
Police, Gender officer .

The endline is targeting this group because it is related to their duties and responsibilities which
go with the coordination of the implementation of laws, policies and regional and international
commitments at decentralized levels.

Furthermore, they play a role in linking government and the population but they are also
accountable to the citizens.

Method: In order to collect the information, the methods which will be used are semi structured
Interviews.
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PART I: SOCIO- DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS
Q1. identification of the respondants
Names:
Amazina:
Position :
Icyo ushinzwe:
Sex:
Igitsina:
Gabo
Gore
Employment Location
Aho ukorera:
- Province:
Intara:
-

District:
Akarere:

-

Contact: Tel:
Numero za telefoni ubarizwaho:

PART II: SITUATION OF GENDER BASED VIOLENCE IN YOUR
DISTRICT
Uko ikibazocy’ihohoterwa rishingiyeku gitsina gihagaze mu Karere
Q2. Do you know the organizations called:

a) Care International Rwanda? Yes or No
Waba uzi Care International Rwanda? Yego cyangwa oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your area?
Niba ari yego ikora iki muri aka gace ?
………………….............................................………….…………………………………………
b) Do you know the organization called Haguruka? Yes or No
Uzi umuryango witwa HAGURUKA? Yego cyangwa oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your area?
Niba ari yego , guhera ryali? Ukora iki muri aka gace ?
................................................................................................................................................
c) Do you know Rwanda Women’s Network? Yes or No
Waba uzi umuryango witwa Rwanda Women’s Network? Yego cyangwa oya
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If yes, since when and what they do in your area……....…......
Niba ari yego , guhera ryali? Ni iki bakora muri aka gace ?
Q3. Are you aware of the project called “Umugore arumvwa”? Yes or No
Mwaba muzi umushinga witwa “Umugore arumvwa “ ?
If yes, what do you know about it?
Niba ari yego , ni iki uwuziho?
……………………………….................................................................…………………………
Q4. What role did you play in Umugore Arumvwa project?
Ni uruhe ruhare mwagize muri uyu mushinga “umugore arumvwa ”?
…………………………………………………………………………............................................
Q5.What is the level community involvement in the implementation of Umugore arumvwa
project and what role are they playing as beneficiaries?
Ni gute abaturage bagize uruhare mw’ishyirwa mu bikorwa by’uyu mushinga umugore arumvwa
nk’abagenerwabikorwa?
Q6. In the last two years of implementation of Umugore arumvwa project, what are the changes
registered in terms of fighting against SGBV?..
Muri iyi myaka 2 ishize uyu mushinga umugore arumvwa ukora, ni izihe mpinduka zigaragara
mu

bijyanye

no

kurwanya

ihohoterwa

rishingiye

ku

gitsina

n’irikorerwa

ku

gitsina.................................................................................................................................................
..........
Q7. Could you please highlight key achievements from Umugore arumvwa project?
Watubwira iby’ingenzi umushinga umugore arumvwa wagezeho ku buryo bufatika
a) …………………………………………………………………............
b) …………………………………………………………………...................
c) ………………………………………………...................................
d) ……………………………................................…………………………

Q8.Could you also highlight key challenges that this project has encountered in your district?
ushobora kutubwira imbogamizi /iingorane/Ibitaragezweho n’uyu mushinga muri aka Karere
……………................……………………………..
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Q9 What is the innovation that Umugore arunmvwa project has brought compared to other GBV
projects?
I Ni iki gishya uyu mushinga umugore arumvwa wazanye ugereranyije n’indi mishinga yo
kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina?

Q 10 Would you advice that the project continues and be scaled up in the district? Yes or no
Hari inama watanga nk’igihe uyu mushinga wakomeza cyangwa ukagura ibikorwa
If yes, please specify why…………………………………………………
Niba ari yego, sobanura

Q11. Would you please share with us some key lessons learnt and best practices from the project
“umugore arumvwa”
I Wadusongongeza ku masomo wakuye muri uyu mushinga cyangwa iimikorere myiza yihariye
a) Lessons learned
Amasomo yagiwemo
1.
2.
3.
b) Ibikorwa byiza byihariye
1.
2.
3.
Q12 Have you heard about Kampala declaration on SBVG? Yes or No


Wigeze wumva itangazo rya Kampala ku bijyanye n’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina
nirikorerwa ku gitsina? Yego cyangwa Oya

If yes , how is it implemented and by who in your district? .............................................
Niba ari yego, ishyirwa mu bikorwa gute mu karere kanyu ? Ni nde uwushyira mu bikorwa muri
kano Karere?

Q13. How the community citizens were informed on Kampala declaration on SGBV? Who and
How is it monitored and reported?
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Ni gute abaturage bamenyeshejwe iri tangazo rya Kampala ku kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye
ku gitsina? Ni gute mukurikirana ishyirwa mu bikorwa ryawo, n’ukuntu mukora isuzuma na
raporo.................................................................................................................
Q.14. Have you heard about UNSCR 1325 ? Yes or No


Wigeze wumva uriya mwanzuro w’umurango wabibumbye 1325, Yego cyangwa oya

If yes , how is it implemented and by who? In your district?......................................................
Niba ari yego, ni gute washyizwe mu bikorwa ?Na nde mu karere kanyu?
......................................................................................................
Q15. How the community citizens are informed about the resolution 1325 of UNSCR, if yes by
who? How is monitored and reported?
Ni gute abaturage bamenyeshejwe uyu mwanzuro w’umuryango w’abibumbye 1325, niba ari
yego ninde wawumenyesheje abaturage ? Ni gute mukurikirana ishyirwa mu bikorwa ryawo,
nukuntu mukora isuzuma na raporo.....................................................................

Q16. Have you heard about the UN Universal Periodic review (UPR)? Yes or No
If yes , how is it monitored in your district?


Wigeze wumva gahunda y’umuryango wabibumbye wo gusuzuma ishyirwa mu bikorwa
by’amategeko n’amasezerano?

If yes , how is it implemented and by who? In your

district?......................................................
Niba ari yego, ni gute byashyizwe mu bikorwa ? Na nde mu karere kanyu
...........................................................................................................................................
Q17. How the community members were are informed about the UNSCR 1325 resolution , if
yes by who? How is monitored and reported?( if yes to who you report)
Ni gute abaturage bamenyeshejwe uyu mwanzuro w’umuryango w’abibumbye wo gusuzuma
amategeko?
niba ari yego ninde wabikoze? Ni gute mukurikirana ishyirwa mu bikorwa ryawo, nu kuntu
mukora

raporo

(niba

ari

yego

raporo

muyishyikiriza

nde?.)...............................................................................................................
Q18. Does your district measure the indicator on the occurence of gender based violence cases in
your district?
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Mu karere kanyu musuzuma uko ibipimo bihagaze ku bijyanye n’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku
gitsina?
if yes explain...................................................................................................
Niba ari yego , sobanura

Q19. Is the fight against gender based violence mainstreamed into the District development
Plan?. Is it reflected in the performance indicators.
Mbese gahunda yo kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina igaragara mw’igenamigambi ya
gahunda y’iterambere rya karere? Ibikorwa

byo kurwanya ihohoterwa byaba bigaragara mu

mihigo?
If Yes , explain more by giving some examples .........................................................................
Niba ari yego, sobanura byimbitse wifashije ingero zifatika

Q20 Did you used any campain in order to promote and increase awareness on fighting against
SGBV in the community, if yes which methods you use in order to increase the awareness?
Mwaba mukora ubukangurambaga mu baturage ku bijyanye no kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye
ku gitsina n’irikorerwa ku gitsina?
Niba ari yego mukoresha ubuhe buryo kugirango muzamure imyumvirey’abaturage kuri icyo
kibazo……………………................................................................…………………………
Q21 Do know some people who have been punished due to GBV cases in your District in the last
two years? Yes or No
Waba uzi abantu baba barahanywe bakoze ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina muri iyi myaka 2
ishize?
If yes, how many? ……….............................................................
Niba ari yego , ni bangahe?
What are the number of men and women..........................................................................
Gereranya uwo mubare mu buryo bw’igitsina (Abagabo/Abagore)
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Q22. Do you have a media day in your District’ for accountability If yes, are SGBV issues
discussed? Explain more
Mwaba mufite umunsi w’itangaza amakuru aho usanga akarere katumiye abanyamakuru
n’abaturage , abayobozi bakagaragaza ibyo bakoreye abaturage? Yego cyangwa Oya ,
Nina ari yego, ibibazo bijyanye n’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina biganirwaho?sobanura ?

Q.23 Would share with us how the local authorities are accountable to the community/ Citizens
using examples?
Watubwira uko abayobozi b’ibanze basobanurira abaturage uko buzuza inshingano zabo
.........................................................................................................................................
Q.24 What is your assessment of the level of knowledge of community/citizens in terms of
raising their voices on their issues to the local authorities in the context of umugore Arumvwa
project?
Ni gute musuzuma intera ku bijyanye n’ ubumenyi abaturage bafite k’ ubwisanzure
mukugaragariza abayobozi bibanze ibibazo muri rusange n’ibijyanye n’uyu mushinga “umugore
arumvwa”
............................................................................................................................................
Q25. Do you have any recommendations that you like to give?
Hari icyo wakongera/ umwanzuro /icyifuzo kuri iki kiganiro
……………………………………………………...............................................…
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2: GUIDE FOR KEY INFORMANT INTERVIEWS AT SECTOR LEVEL.

Target group: Executive Secretary, In charge of Social Affairs, Gender based Violence officer at
health Center and in charge of Civil status and Notary

The endline evaluation is targeting this group because of their duties and responsabilities go with
the coordination and implementation of laws, policies and regional and international
commitment at decentralized levels. Furthermore, they play a role of linkage between the
government and the population and should be accountable to the citizens.
Method: In order to collect the information, the methods which will be used are the Interview
/qualitative

PART I: SOCIO- DEMOGRAPHIC CHARACTERISTICS OF RESPONDENTS
Names:
Amazina:
Position :
Icyo ushinzwe:
Sex:
Igitsina:
Employement Location
Aho ukorera
- Province :
INTARA
-

District :
Akarere:

-

Sector

:

Umurenge:
-

Contacts: Tel:
Numero za telefoni:

PART II: SITUATION OF GENDER BASED VIOLENCE WITHIN YOUR DISTRICT,
SECTOR, CELL AND VILLAGE
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Umugore Arumvwa Project Endline Evaluation

Q1. Do you know the organization called:
Waba uzi umuryango witwa:
a) Care International Rwanda? Yes or NO
Care International Rwanda? Yego cyangwa oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your area?
Niba ri yego, kuva ryali? Kuva ryari bakora muri aka gace?
............................................................................................................................................................
b) Do you know the organization called Haguruka? Yes or No
Waba uzi umuryango witwa HAGURUKA? Yego cyangwa oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your area? ......................................................................
Niba ari yego, ni guhera ryali, bakora iki muri aka gace
c) Do you know the organization Rwanda Women Network? Yes or No
Waba uzi umuryango Rwanda women’sNetwork ? Yego cyangwa oya
If yes, since when and what they do in your area………….............................
Niba ari yego, ni guhera ryali? Bakora iki muri aka gace
Q3. Are you aware of the project called “Umugore arumvwa”? Yes or No
Mwaba muzi umushinga “Umugore arumvwa “?
If yes, what do you know about it?
Niba ari yego , ni iki uwuziho?
………………………………………………………………….
Q4. What role do you play in Umugore Arumvwa project?
Ni uruhe ruhare mwagize mu mushinga Umugore arumvwa?
………………….....………………...............
Q5.What is the level community involvement in the implementation of Umugore arumvwa
project and what role did they play as beneficiaries?
Ni gute abaturage bagize uruhare mw’ishyirwa mu bikorwa by’uyu mushinga umugore arumvwa
nk’abagenerwabikorwa?
Q6. In the last two years of implementation of Umugore arumvwa project, what are the changes
registered in terms of fighting against SGBV in this sector?
Muri iyi myaka 2 ishize uyu mushinga “umugore arumvwa” ukora, ni izihe mpinduka zigaragara
mu bijyanye no kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina n’irikorerwa ku gitsina. Muri uyu
murenge..........................................
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Q7. Could you please highlight key achievements from “Umugore arumvwa” project?
Watubwira iby’ingenzi umushinga umugore arumvwa wagezeho/umusaruro?
e) ………………………………………………………………………………………...............
f) ……………………………………………………………………………………...................
g) …………………………………………………………………………...................................
h) …………………………………………………………………...............................................
Q8.Could you also highlight key challenges that this project has encountered in your sector?
Ushobora kutubwira imbogamizi /iingorane/Ibitaragezweho n’uyu mushinga muri uyu murenge
…………………………………………….............................................................................……
…………………………………………………………………………............................................
…………………………………………………………………………………................................

Q9 What is the innovation that Umugore arunmvwa project has brought compared to other GBV
projects?
I Ni iki gishya uyu mushinga umugore arumvwa wazanye ugereranyije n’indi mishinga yo
kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina?

Q 10 Would you advice that the project continues and be scaled up in the district? Yes or no
Mwakwifuza ko uyu mushinga wakomeza cyangwa ukagura ibikorwa?
If yes, please specify why……………………………………………………
Niba ari yego, sobanura byimbitse impamvu
Q11. Would you please share with us some key lessons learnt and best practices from the project
“umugore arumvwa”
I Wadusongongeza ku masomo wakuye muri uyu mushinga cyangwa iimikorere myiza yihariye
c) Lessons learned
Amasomo yagiwemo
1.
2.
3.
d) Ibikorwa byiza byihariye
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1.
2.
3.
Q12 Have you heard about Kampala declaration on SBVG?


Wigeze wumva itangazo rya Kampala ku bijyanye n’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina
n’irikorerwa ku gitsina?

If yes , how is it implemented and by who in your sector? .............................................
Niba ari yego, ishyirwa mu bikorwa gute?Ni nde uzi uwushyira mu bikorwa muri uyu murenge?


Were the citizens informed on this declaration, if yes by who? How is monitered and
reported?

Ni gute abaturage bamenyeshejwe iri tangazo rya Kampala, niba ari yego ni nde wabikoze? Ni
gute

mukurikirana

ishyirwa

mu

bikorwa

ryaryo,

nukuntu

mukora

isuzuma

na

raporo.................................................................................................................................................
Q.13. Have you heard about UNSCR 1325 ? Yes or No


Wigeze wumva umwanzuro w’umuryango w’ abibumbye 1325, Yego cyangwa oya

If yes , how is it implemented and by who? In your sector?......................................................
Niba ari yego, ni gute washyizwe mu bikorwa ? Na nde mu karere kanyu
............................................................................................................................................................
Were the citizens informed on this resolution , if yes by who? How is monitered and reported?
Ni gute abaturage bamenyeshejwe uyu mwanzuro 1325, niba ari yego ninde wabikoze? Ni gute
mukurikirana

ishyirwa

mu

bikorwa

ryawo,

nu

kuntu

mukora

isuzuma

na

raporo...............................................................................

Q14. Have you heard about UN Universal Periodic review (UPR)? Yes or No
If yes , how is it monitored in your district?


Wigeze wumva gahunda y’umuryangow’abibumbye yo gusuzuma ishyirwa mu bikorwa
amategeko/amasezerano

If yes , how is it implemented and by who? In your sector?......................................................
Niba ari yego, ni gute bishyirwa mu bikorwa ? Na nde muri uyu murenge wanyu
..............................................................................................................
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Were the citizens informed on this resolution , if yes by who? How is monitered and
reported?

Ni gute abaturage bamenyeshejwe gahunda y’umuryango w’abibumbye

yo gusuzuma

amategeko/amasezerano niba ari yego ni nde wabikoze? Ni gute mukurikirana ishyirwa mu
bikorwa ryawo, n’ukuntu mukora isuzuma na raporo..............................................................
Q15. Does the sector measure the indicator on the occurence of gender based violence cases in
your sector?
Mu murenge wanyu musuzuma uko ibipimo bihagaze ku bijyanye n’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku
gitsina ?
if yes explain........................................
Niba ari yego , sobanura byimbitse
if no explain ..........................................................
Niba ari oya sobanura byimbitse

Q16. Is the fight against gender based violence mainstreamed into the sector plan?. Is it
appeared in performance contract
Mbese gahunda yo kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina igaragara mw’igenamigambi
ry’umurenge ? Ibikorwa byo kurwanya ihohoterwa bigaragara mu mihigo y’Umurenge ?
If Yes , explain more. with some examples .....................................................
Niba ari yego, sobanura byimbitse wifashije ingero zifatika

Q17 Did you used the any campain approach in order to promote activism and increase
awareness on fighting against SGBV in the community? if yes which methods did you used ?
Mwaba mukora ubukangurambaga mu baturage kubijyanye no kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye
ku gitsina n’irikorerwa ku gitsina? Niba ari yego mukoresha ubuhe buryo kugirango muzamure
imyumvirey’abaturage kuri icyo kibazo?
……………………......................................................…………………………
Q18 Do know some people who have been punished due to GBV cases in your sector in the last
two years? Yes or No
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Waba uzi abantu baba barahanywe bakoze ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina muri iyi myaka 2
ishize muri uyu murenge
If yes, how many? ………………………….........................
Niba ari yego , ni bangahe?
What proportion of men and women.................................................................................................
Gereranya uwo mubare mu buryo bw’igitsina (abagabo/ABAGORE)
Q19 Is a media day planned in the Sector’activities? If yes, how the SGBV issues are discussed?
Explain more
Umunsi wo guhura n’abanyamakuru banyuranye ujya uteganywa mw’igenamigambi ?niba ari
yego ibibazo bijyanye n’ihohoterwa rishingiye kugitsina n’irikorerwa ku gitsina kiganirwaho?
Wasobanura byimbitse

Q.20 Would share with us how the local authorities are accountable to the community/ Citizens
using examples?
Watubwira uko abayobozi b’ibanze basobanurira abaturage uko buzuza inshingano zabo
.....................................................................................................
Q.21 What is your assessment of the level of knowledge of community/citizens in terms of
raising their voices on their issues to the local authorities in the context of umugore Arumvwa
project?
Ni gute musuzuma intera ku bijyanye n’ ubumenyi abaturage bafite k’ ubwisanzure
mukugaragariza abayobozi bibanze ibibazo muri rusange n’ibijyanye n’uyu mushinga “umugore
arumvwa”
......................................................................................
Q22. Do you have any recommendations that you like to give?
Hari icyo wakongeraho/ umwanzuro /icyifuzo kuri iki kiganiro
…………………………………………………………
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Focus Group Discussion Guides
CARE INTERNATIONAL IN RWANDA
UMUGORE ARUMVWA PROJECT ENDLINE EVALUATION
GUIDE FOR FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSION AT COMMUNITY LEVEL WITH ORDINARY
CITIZENS AND COMMUNITY ANIMATORS
Target groups:
(1)Ijisho ry’umuturanyi, umugoroba w’ababyeyi, religious leaders, teachers,
health workers
(2)Community Animators

Community

Number of people: 11 participants per group
Hello! My name is _____________________________ I work for CARE International in Rwanda and I
am here to assess the impact of Umugore Arumvwa Project in your community after two years of
implementation . We need to speak to a random selection of community members who were exposed to
Umugore Arumvwa Project to get an understanding of the effects of the project interventions.
We will ask you a series of questions, to which there are no right or wrong answers, we just want you to
share your honest views with us. Our discussions will take about 1 hour.
Emphasize the fact that you are here just to learn. Not to give out any help or other project activities.
ENUMERATOR: Read before starting the interview:
The information provided by the respondent will be treated confidentially and will not be disclosed to any
third party. The information is collected for the sole purpose of research to establish the effects of
Umugore Arumvwa project. We ask you to feel free to give frank and honest answers without fear of
persecution or disclosure. Researchers are only interested in the analysis of all the information gathered
and not that of individual information
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PART I: IDENTIFICATION OF PARTICIPANTS IN FOCUS GROUP DISCUSSIONS
-

Province/Intara :
District/Akarere :
Sector/Umurenge :
Cell/Akagari :
Number of participants:
Number of female participants:
Number of male participants

PART II: SITUATION OF GENDER BASED VIOLENCE WITHIN YOUR DISTRICT, SECTOR,
CELL AND VILLAGE
IGICE CYA KABIRI: UKO IHOHOTERWA RISHINGIYE KU GITSINA RIHAGAZE MU
KARERE, UMURENGE , AKAGALI N’UMUDUGUDU.
Q.1 Do you know the organizations called /Mwaba muzi imiryango ikurikira?
a)CARE International Rwanda:
Yes or No
If yes, what do you know about it ?
Niba ari yego, CARE muyiziho iki?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
.
b) What about the organization called Haguruka?Gakenke district
Mwaba muzi umuryango HAGURUKA?
Yes or No
If yes, what do you know about it? /Niba ari yego, HAGURUKA muyiziho iki?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
a) Rwanda Women Network? Gatsibo district
Mwaba muzi umuryango Rwanda Women’Network? Yes or No Yego cyangwa oya
If yes, what do you know about it? /Niba ari yego Rwanda Women’s Network muyiziho iki?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................................
Q2. Are you aware of the project called “Umugore arumvwa”?
Mwaba muzi umushinga witwa“umugore arumvwa? ”Yes or No
Andika umubare wabavuza yego:
If some told yes, what do you know about it?
Muri bamwe bavuze yego, muwuzi ho iki?
……………………………….................................................................……………………………….........
.................................................................................................................................................
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Q3. What kind of activities that were carried out by Umugore Arumvwa project?
Ni ibihe bikorwa bigaragara by’umushinga “umugore arumvwa”
…………………………………………………………………………..........................................................
......................…................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
................................................................................................................
Q4. Have you been trained by this project ?
Mwaba mwarigeze muhugurwa nuyu mushinga? Yes or No Yego cyangwa oya
Andika umubare wabavuze yego:
If yes , what topics and what did you learn from the training?
Niba ari yego, ni ku zihe nsanganyamatsiko mwahuguwemo n’icyo mwungutse?
Topics/Insanganyamatsiko
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
Key learning from the training/Icyo bungutse
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................
Q5. Could you please highlight five key achievements from Umugore arumvwa project?
Mwatubwira ibintu by’ingenzi byagezweho n’umushinga “umugore arumvwa” muri aka karere kanyu?
……………………………………………………………………………………….........................
…………………………………………………………………………………….............................
…………………………………………………………………………...........................................
Q6.Could you also highlight key challenges that this project has encountered in your area?
Mwatubwira imbogamizi/ingorane/ibibazo umushinga umugore arumvwa wahuye nabyo?
…………………………………………….......................................................................................
.....………………………………………………………………………….........................................
…………………………………………………………………………………..................................
Q7. In the last two years of implementation of Umugore Arumvwa project, what are the changes
accoured in the community and you may say or sharing with other as the results of the project ?
Muri iyi myaka 2 ishize, uyu mushinga ushyirwa mu bikorwa, ni izihe mpinduka mu baturage
mwasangiza abandi?
……………………………………………………………………………………………….......................
…………………………………………………………………………………………………...................
.........................................................................................................................................................

Q8. In the last two years of implementation of Umugore aumvwa project, what are the changes registered
in terms of fighting against GBV?
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Muri iyi myaka ibiri ishize umushinga ukora, hari impinduka zigaragara mu kurwanya ihohoterwa
rishingiye ku gitsina?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................
Q9. If you compare the current situation of GBV to the situation of GBV in two years ago , would you
please tell us :
Mugereranije uko ibyaha by’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina bimeze uyu munsi nuko byari bimeze mu
myaka 2 ishize; mwatubwira:
a. What are the dominant causes?
Ni izihe mpamvu zingenzi zitera ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina ziza kw’isonga?
...................................................................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................................................
.................................................................................................................
b) What are the consequences of GBV that occur in your sector ?
Ni izihe ngaruka z’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina ziza kw’isonga muri uyu murenge?
……………………………………....................................................................………………………
………………………...............................................................................................................................
...................................................................................................................................
c) For you what are the improvements in services given to GVB victim? Explain
Ni izihe mpinduka nziza zabaye mu bijyanye na serivisi zihabwa uwahohotewe? Sobanura
……………………………………………………………………………………………..............................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
....................................................................................................................
d) What are the channels through which the community is informed about existing national laws and
policies on GBV ?
Ni izihe nzira/ubuhe buryo abaturage bagezwaho amategeko na politiki ku bijyanye n’ihohoterwa
rishingiye ku gitsina?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
......................................................................................................................
Q10. Have you been informed or trained on GBV laws, and Regional and international instruments like :
Mwaba mwaramenyeshejwe cyangwa mwarahuguwe mu bijyanye n’amategeko hamwe n’amasezerano
mpuzamuhanga yo kurwanya ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina akurikira:
a) Kampala declaration on SBVG? If yes , how its implemented and by who? in your cell ?
Itangazo rya Kampala ku bijyanye n’ihohoterwa rishingiye ku gitsina?
Yego Oya

Niba ari Yego, iryo tangazo rishyirwa mu bikorwa gute?
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
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Ninde uri ushyira mu bikorwa mu kagali?........................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
b) Do you know about UNSCR 1235 ? If yes , how its implemented and by who? In your cell ?.
Mwaba muzi umwanzuro w’umuryango w’abibumbye nimero 1325?
Yego Oya
Niba ari yego, ushyirwa ute mu bikorwa ?
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
Ni bande bawushyira mu bikorwa mu kagali kanyu?.....................................................
..............................................................................................................................................
c) Do you know about the Universal Periodic Review(UPR)?
Mwaba muzi gahunda y’umuryango w’abibumbye y’isuzuma rihoraho mu kubahiriza amategeko
y’uburenganzira bw’ikiremwa-muntu rikorerwa mu bihugu bitangukanye harimo n’u Rwanda?
Yego
Oya
If yes , How is it monitored in your cell ?Niba ari yego, nigute iyi gahunda ikurikiranwa?
..............................................................................................................................................................
..............................................................................................................................................................
............................................................................................................
Q11. How this project Umugore Arumvwa built your capacity in term of holding and claim the
accountability from local authorities?
Mwatubwira uko umushinga Umugore Arumvwa wabubakiye ubushobozi ku bijyanye no gusaba
abayobozi b’ibanze kubagaragariza uko bashyira mu bikorwa inshingano zabo?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................
Q12. Have this project built your capacity to monitor or implement the laws, policies and regional and
international commitments at your level? Explain more by giving examples?
Mwatubwira niba Umushinga Umugore Arumvwa haricyo icyo wabafashije mu bijyanye n’ ubushobozi
mu rwego murimo mu gusuzuma ishyirwa mu bikorwa amategeko na politiki zo mu gihugu, mu karere
na mpuzamahanga? Sobanura kurushaho wifashisha ingero zifatika?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................
Q13. What role did your communityy play in the implementation of Umugore arumvwa project as
beneficiaries?
Ni uruhe ruhare abaturage bagize mu ishyirwa mu bikorwa ry’umushinga Umugore Arumvwa
nk’abagenerwabikorwa?
………………………………………………………………………………….........................................
…………………………………………………………………......................................................................
..................................................................................................................................................Q14. What is
the innovation that Umugore Arumvwa project has brought compared to other GBV projects?
Ni akahe gashya umushinga “umugore arumvwa” wazanye mugereranyije n’indi mishinga ikora mu
bijyanye
no
kurwanya
ihohoterwa
rishingiye
ku
gitsina?...........................................................................................................................................
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.....................................................................................................................................
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Q15. Would you advice that the project continues and be scaled up?
Kuri wowe wumva uy’umushinga wakomeza?
Yes/yego
No/Oya
If yes, please specify why/Niba ari yego , sobanura impamvu...................................................
........................................................................................................................................................
Q16. Would you please share with us the lessons learnt and best practices from the project?
Mwadusangiza amasomo mwakuye mur uyu mushinga n’imikorere myiza yihariye abandi bakwigirwaho?
Lessons learned/Amasomo wakuyemo
1.
2.
3
Best practices/Imikorere myiza
1.
2.
3.
Q17. Would share us how the local authorities are accountable to the community Citizens?
Mwadusangiza uko abayobozi b’ibanze basobanurira/ bamanyesha abo bayobora uko bashyira mu
bikorwa inshingano bahawe?
Yes or No Yego cyangwa oya
If yes explain more by giving exemples
Niba ari yego, mwaduha ingero zifatika?....................................................................................
.........................................................................................................................................................
Q18. What is your assessment of the level of knowledge of community citizens in term of raising their
voices on their issues to the local authorities in the context of umugore Arumvwa project?
Mwatubwira uko mubona igipimo abaturage bagezeho mu bijyanye n’ubwisanzure mu kubwira
abayobozi b’ibanze icyo batekereza ku bibazo byagaragajwe mu rwego rw’ mushinga “umugore
arumvwa?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
.......................................................................................................................................

Q19. How would you rate the accountability of local authorities to the community citizens?
Mubona uko abayobozi b’inzego zibanze bamenyesha/basobanura uko bashyira mu bikorwa inshingano
zabo imbere y’abaturage bigeze ku ruhe rugero?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Q18. Do you have any recommendations that you like to give?
Hari umwanzuro cyangwa icyifuzo mwifuza gutanga ku byo tuganiriye?
..........................................................................................................................................................................
Murakoze cyane
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Annex 3. List of Key Informants

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

Names:
Badacoka Richard
Dusenge Yvette
Isabwe Felixisme
Kabaya Rurinda
Kalisa Justin
Karera Ibrahim
Karihungu Justin
Mbonyimana Fidele
Mpinganzima Primitive
Mugiraneza David
Muhire Patterne
Mukamana Marceline
Mukanoheli Peninah
Mukashema Adelphine
Murorukwere Liliane
Mushumba John
Ntakirutimana Epherine
Nyirabuheta Beata
Nyiramongi Josiane
Turatsinze Protogene
Uwamahoro Triphine
Uwantege Emerthe
Uwimpuhwe Esperance

Position:
District Field Officer - Rwanda Women Network
JADF Gatsibo District
Affaire Sociale Kivuruga Sector, Gakenke District
Planning officer Gakenke District
Executive Secretary Kivuruga Sector, Gakenke District
EHO Muhura SectorGatsibo District
Social Affairs Cyabingo Sector Gakenke Distrcit
Inspector of Police RNP, Cyabingo Sector, Gakenke District
Caporal /RNP Gakenke District
Planning Gatsibo Distrcit
Etat Civil Kivuruga Gakenke District
Field Officer - Rwanda Women Network
Nurse in charge of GBV Cyabingo Sector, Gakenke District
Umugore Arumvwa Project Manager
JADAF Gatsibo District
Executive Secretary Muhura Sector Gatsibo Distrcit
Vice MayorSocial Affairs Gakenke District
MAJ Gakenke District
District Field Officer - Haguruka NGO
Nurse in charge of GBV Kivuruga Gakenke District
JADF Gakenke District
MAJ Gatsibo Distrcit
Vice Mayor SocialAffairs Gatsibo
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